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MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1961

Wife Of Slain Minister
Gives Birth To Son While
Murder Was Being Committed

Approximately 2,001 persons gathered at St. Marks Baptist
church in Collierville. Tenn., last Sunday for the funeral
of Rev. Johnny Lee Myers, pastor of two Baptist
churches and a student at the Brewster Theological Clinic

in Memphis. The 27-year-old preacher was stabbed while
en route to Memphis for class at East Trigg Baptist
clime:: 4 left, pallbearers, all Baptist ministers, are seen
carrying toe body into church, while huge crowd remains

outside. In photo at right is shown church auditorium
during three-hour funeral, when all space in church was
filled by mourners and the curious. The slayer of the minister had not been arrested at ?-ess time. (Withers Photos)

GI Ignores Plight Of
Elvis Admiring Wife
A 30-year-old woman, who
suffered from a hallucination
that rock-and-roller Elvis
Presley wanted her to leave
her Army sergeant husband

in the Canal Zone and meet
him in Memphis for marriage
and a move to California, left
here with relatives last Saturday for her home at McNeil,
Ark.

Nearly 2,000 attempted to
squeeze their way into the St.
Mark Baptist church at Collierville last Sunday at noon
for the funeral of Rev. Johnny Lee Myers, 27, the victim
of a brutal murder on Tuesday night last week.
Automobiles lined the highway for great distances, and
the balmy weather permitted
others to remain in the church
yard, while others filled the
rooms of the church, trying to
hear some words from the pulpit. This was difficult, because
the public address system was
not turned on,
Rev. Myers, pastor of Hammond Grove Baptist church
Arlington, Tenn., and Mt. Pi
gab Baptist church at Ohs
Branch, Miss., was way
and stabbed to death
Highway 72 about 150 yarii
east of Forest Hill rd., while
en route to class at Brewster
Theological clinic at the East
Trigg Baptist church.

Mark, and the soloist, Bobbie
,
Brooks.
Active pallbearers for ,the
service were Revs. T. D. McKinney, S L Wicks, V. Moss,
W. Fitzpatrick, H. Morris, and

J. L. MYERS
CLASS CHANGED
Although the class of min- J. Williams. Interment was in
isters had been meeting in St. Mark cemetery
other times on Monday and SURVIVORS
Wednesday nights of each
Interviewed in Shelby CounImmediate survivors include
week, the schedule had just his wife, Mrs Mary Lee Myers;
ty Jail last Friday, Mrs. Erbeen
changed
to
Tuesdays
ma Jean Marshall was still antwo sons, Johnny Andre Myand Thursdays on the week ers. and en infant born last
ticipating a_izisit from Presley,
that he wits killed.
despite melsages to the conSaturda:. night; his mother,
trary.
According to Lt. R. N. Van- Mrs. I ce Willie Myers; five
diveer of the Sheriff's De- siste,s, Mrs. Gladys White,
In an effort to get Mrs. Marpartment, the office received Mei.a.iiis; Mrs. Vera Evans,
shall out of jail, and her two
Six of his buddies, with sons, Donald Albert Marshall,
an anonymous call that a Roavilie; Mrs. Velma Smite,
faces etched in sadness, car- 7, and Fred Stephen Marshall,
body was lying on the high- Mobile, Ala.; and Mrs. Catherried the plain grey casket 9, out of Juvenile Court, and
way at the Forest Hill loea- ine Salter and Miss Willie Mae
containing the body of Calvin reunited with her family, the
tion. When sheriff's deputies Myers, Detroit.
Sykes to a waiting hearse at Tri-State Defender contacted
arrived, they found that Rev.
R. S. Lewis SE Sons funeral the American Red Cross here
Myers had died a few minhome before the trek to Mt. and had them wire the womutes earlier.
Carmel cemetery early last an's husband, Master Sergeant
The victim had been stabSaturday afternoon. The warm Frederick Marshall, who is on
bed six times in the chest,
wintry sun failed to lighten duty with an Engineer comstomach and arms and was
the tear-stained eyes of the pany in the Canal Zone in
found in front of his car on
the
of
left)
president
Borda,
(second
from
Paul
Highest
Boy
of
America
Award,
the
Silver
Scout
Beaver,
are
family, women and men whose Panama about her plight
the highway.
the
local
Council,
and
general
manager
of
Chickasaw
is
being
presented
to
T.
J.
Toney,
principal
of
Geeter
High
shedded tear
unashamedly
SON BORN
during the eulogy, said in a REMAINS THERE
Plant;
Right
of
Toney
are
his
wife,
and
J.
T,
Firestone
School, for his volunteer work in scouting, It Is being preAt the time that he was
plaintive voice by Elder C. H. On Monday the Red Cross, sented by T. J. McGuire. III, (left) chairman of the
Chandler, also the recipient of the Sliver Beaver several
slain, the minister's wife was
expecting S g t. Marshall to
"Bob" Mason, Jr.
years ago. (Photo by Ernest Withers)
Chickasaw Council's Interracial committee. Witnessing
expecting their second child.
come for his family, received
The question was asked:
While his body was lying in
the short message: "Service"Who is this Calvin Sykes,"
state at the H. C. Jett Funerman does not plan to in:) home.
the answer carne back from
al home in 'Collierville last
Will write his mother-in-law
Albert "Durengo" Hawkins
Saturday night, the minister's ALBANY, Ga. — Two of the
today."
while he was speaking briefly
widow gave birth to their freedom walkers who have
Mrs.
Marshall
said
that
she
lt "a fallen guy of the
second son at John Gaston been fasting in Albany's City
Constance
Baker
Motexprestorneys,
to
prevent
ties
seeking
exercise
of
con." He said "the only thing had gotten a mental message
the
NEW ORLEAN, La. — The gaged in
Jail were transferred to the
hospital.
ley, Derrick A. Bell, Norman
I can say about Calvin is that from Presley nine days ago be- NAACP's chief counsel of the stitutionally protected expres- sion of their views."
At press time, the Sheriff's Phoebe Putney Memorial Hoshe lived and died. But you fore she came here, and that organization's Legal Defense sion and were not subject to Greenberg and Gray were Amaker and Mel Zarr in office stated that no motive pital today.
couldn't know him without her husband knew that she Fund, Jack Greenberg, came to interference by state authori- joined by Defense Fund at- handling the case.
Chief of Police Laurie Prithad been established for the
. _
liking him. You couldn't be was leaving him for good.
the defense of the "Freedom
murder, nor did they know chett had conferred with the
near him without feeling his She said her husband made Walkers" in the U. S. Court
city
physician, Dr. F. L. Hilswhether the minister was carpresence. He was a good guy." reservations for her and their of Appeals here this week.
rying a sum of money with man, who said the prisoners
petitioned
Greenberg
Atty.
showed
signs of extreme
Elder Mason said in the two sons and carried them n to
him that was to be deposited
eulogy "we are here in a com- the plane with reservations to the Appeals' Court to declare
for the account of one of his weakness and vitamin deficiency. The two are Mrs.
mon struggle, a fight to find Texarkana, Ark. "He knew as error the Federal District
churches.
Yvonne Klein and Allen Coopa good way to help each other. that I might come here," Mrs. Court's refusal to hear t h e
There
was
no
indication
that
"Freedom Walker's" claim that The principal of Manassas a supervisor for the Board of aid those less fortunate as we Rev. Myers killer or killers er — Mrs. Klein on her 20 day,
One of the greatest blessing Marshall explained.
their constitutional rights high school, Louis B. Hobson, Education. He said: "If we can move up the economical lad- took any of his personal mon- without food, Allen Cooper on
that God has given fallen NOT INSIDE HOUSE
were being infringed by Ala- was selected the "Greek Of The come together to name a Greek der, Vie can no longer jwitify ey, as a five dollar bill was his 16th. Mrs. Klein, 313 is an
mankind is a lesson he has
The neatly dressed woman bama.
Year" by a secret committee Of The Year, we should re- our existence as "elites" unless still in his wallet
taught through trouble. Most
when his English teacher from Minneasaid that after she got here, The "Freedom Walkers" be- for the Pan-He4n4c Couneil, main together to become an
polis, Allen Cooper, 25, is a
we become more than just a body was found.
of us need love and charity
her two boys and gan in Chattanooga, Tenn., which revealed the selection asset to our city. We should
she
took
former peace corpsman, from
social organization. We must
from each other. We need help
posed as a relative of the maid last May 1. They planned to during its 2nd annual "Greek remain together to become
PASTOR FIVE YEARS
Albuquerque.
rather than criticism . ."
share the responsibilities of a
in order to get past the guards march to Jackson, Miss., fol- of the Year" Awards Fellow- producers and not be just in- Democracy."
A graduate of Collierville
Friends who visitors would
Sykes, 28, died in John Gas- at the gate.
Mt.
and
school
consumElementary
social
tellectual
and
Dinner,
Installation
postand
path
of
slain
ship
lowing the
be allowed, but they managed
Westbrook was introduced Pisgah
ton,hospital Jan. 12. His death
Rev.
school,
High
ers."
2300
S.
Holiday
Inn,
held
at
Moore.
man,
William
to' see the patients as they
Mrs. Marshall denied a reby Jesse Neely.
was attributed to a heart atMyers had been in the minis- were being wheeled through
port that she entered the house. Moore had attempted a one- Bellevue Blvd., last Friday eve- He added: "we should start
tack which occurred as he
leadership
He
was
top
and
give
years.
at
the
five
try
for
murderning.
was
The
award
was
presented
by
man
march,
but
not
get
did
beyond
the
the
"We
hall toward their rooms,
started up a second floor flight
young and learned that they were
among
well-known
ed near Gadsden, Ala., on The first award (1963) was to the great masses down befront door," she claimed.
of steps on crutches at 1192 ColSee PRINCIPAL, Page 2
low. It is our responsibility to
Baptist ministers in the West still on the fast, refusing in23,
1963.
April
A.
Mrs.
Bernice
to
presented
Mrs. Marshall is the daughlege St., where he resided. The
Tennessee area, and a number travenous feeding or vitamins.
On learning of "Walker's" E. Callaway, who was the misyoung man had ,one of his legs ter of Mrs. 011ie Armstrong of plans, Al Lingo, Alabama's diof his colleagues left their Their morale was still high.
tress of ceremonies during the
McNeil,
Ark., which is in the
amputated in October after
churches and came directly to
rector of public safety, order- 1964 affair.
Bradford Lyttle, on his 21st
laksuffered an infection. At southern part of the state. Her
Collierville for his funeral.
ed arrest of the marchers, on Hobson very active in comday without food, issued the
time he remained in the mother and a sister came here
Three
delivered
ministers
charges of breach of the peace, munity and religious organifollowing statement about the
hospital about three weeks. on Saturday to carry her and
the eulogy for the murdered fast from the jail:
if they crossed the Alabama zations here, is a native of
During the time his "Buddies" the boys to McNeil.
They
included
clergyman.
state line.
"My fast in Albany city jail
Fayette County, where his eargavel. Benefit Dance at Mrs. Armstrong promised to
Rev. L C. Luther president s a silent prayer to God that
NAACP Legal Defense Fund ly education was received be- The
principal of Geeter high ing the featured address,
the Flamingo Room in co- see that her daughter received
of
his
class
at
Brewster
TheoFred D. Gray, of fore graduating from Virginia
He will soften the hearts and
operation with. the manager, treatments for the hallbcina- Attorney
school, T. J. Toney, was preHe added, "some of our lives logical clinic, Memphis; Rev.
open the minds of those who
tions when she got back to Montgomery, sought a tempor- Union University. His masters sented the highest award
Clifford Miller.
are
so
until
we
selfish
have
J.
T.
Thomas,
moderator
of
order
and
a
ary
restraining
govern Albany so that they
degree was received at West- given by the Boys Scouts of
McNeil.
Horn here April 6, 1936
preliminary and permanent ern Reserve University in America, the Silver Beaver. forgotten boys who need us the Zion district, and Rev. H. will restore all the peace walkSykes had attend Park Avenue
injunction to Prevent Alabama Cleveland, Ohio. He is cur- The award was presented by during their formative years. P. Sandridge, pastor of St. ers' civil liberties, release
School which is now Melrose.
authorities from blocking the rently working toward a doc- T. J. McGuire, Ill, chairman It is paradoxical in this age of Marks, where Rev. Myers held them from prison and allow
During the funeral solos
march.
them to walk down Broad
torate degree at the University of the interracial committee of guided missiles we are so miss- membership.
were sung by John Wiggins,
Remarks were made by O. Avenue and out of the city toHowever, the Federal Dis- of Michigan. He started teach- the Chickasaw Council, during guided men. If we are to build
Miss Alene Nichols, Invocastrict Court refused to hear ing in Memphis in 1934. Before the annual Divisional banquet a better world, we must build L. Armour. principal of Col- wards Cuba. I prefer this kind
tion was by Rev. E. L. McKinthe marchers' plea.
becoming principal at Manas- held last Thursday evening at better boys because they are lierville Elementary; Searcy of moral and reasonable apney, Miss Gladys Carpenter ofThey were arrested on May sas in 1953, he was principal Universal Life Insurance bldg. our future leaders. There may Harris, principal of Mt. Pis- peal rather than recourse to
Dean
RegisOwen
College
ficiated, Samuel Spann sup3, when they crossed the Ala- at Lester elementary school Thirty-five other awards were be a lad here tonight waiting gah High school; Herschel the courts because I believe
for us to hold him."
plied piano music, Eddie Wil- trar Thomas I. Willard an- bama line, and their organiza- since 1949.
Montgomery, St. Mark's Dea- that Supreme Court and federpresented to volunteer workers
liam read the obituary; and nounces that the final exami- tions, C ORE, Student NonThe guest speaker was in- con Board; Cliff Henderson, al intervention in Albany's afhis
for
cited
been
movement.
ApHe
has
in
the
Scout
Virilliam Fleming recited po- nations for the 1963 fall se- Violent Coordinating Com- work with the United Negro
proximately 235 persons at- troduced by Rev. W.(' Holmes, Concord Baptist church; a res- fairs, based as it would be
mester are being held Jan. 20,
ary and play the piano.
mittee and the NAACP were College Fund, March of Dimes, tended the dinner, the largest a volunteer Boa,SCOW worker, olution was made by Mrs. M. upon the ultimate coercion of
Survivors are his mother, 21 at the school and the se- later enjoined, by an Alabama Heart Fund, Boy Scouts of number in several years.
and pastor of Beulah Baptist Hodge of Hammond Grove armed power, would generate
mester will end on Jan. 24.
. Sadie Heard, a sister,
State Court, from acts "design- America and the YMCA. He is Ben F. Hooks, an assistant Church, a sponsoring organt. Baptist church, and the obit- resentment and bitterness, and
uary was read by Mrs. Rachel could not as effectively bring
. Rosetta Allen, and Mrs.
Registration for the spring ed to consumate conspiracies." also affiliated with 13 organi- public defender, said "there
zation.
is E. Carr of Detroit, semester will be held on Feb. Greenberg, and other De- zations, including Phi Beta a great deal of juvenile delinMoore. A former employer, iberty and justice to the city
were
in1964
Officers
for
Mich." two brothers Carl,- Jr. 3, 4, and claaes will begin on fense Fund attorneys, argued Sigma fraternity. He and his quency among Negro boys here
Richard Smith, also made as could the unforced good
presi'stalled
by
Paul
Borda.
and Albert. Sykes, and a Wednesday, Feb. 5.
in their brief in the Court of wife live at 1120 Pearce St
sense and moral uprightness
in Memphis because of the ab- dent of the Chickasaw Coun- 'brief comments.
maternal grandmother, Xrs.
Late registration will be Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, The featured address wa,de- sence of a male figure in their
Music was provided by the of the citizens of Albany themLaura Williams of Memphis. Feb. 5-10.
that the "marchers were en- livered by Joseph Westbrook, homes," while he was delverchoirs of Mt. Pisgah and St..selves."
See 36, Page 2
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'Miss NDCC'Title Seekers Chosen By Schools 7 High School Coeds Vie To Be Named'Mist NOW

25, 1964

•

Seven Memphis high school 1611 Oakwood. She is a MOTH- test, placing first in the city at Melrose High school.
school, where she
co-eds have been selected by ber of t h e Lope Be Vega and second in the state. She She is a member of the ber of the Senior is • mem- where she is president of theilhe daughter of Mr. end .Mrs. Squad.
Fellowship ehrcr. Harrison, Sr., of 757 Miss Harrison is president
their respective schools to chapter of the National is a member of Greenwood Charinettes, Melrosettes and and the National Glee club Christian You
Honor So- and serVes as pianist for Olympic at.
etenpei• kr the lit* ef "Mite Spanish Society, the Elite So- CME church.
of the DoUte Ten Society, a
the annual staff and belongs ciety. She was chosen by the Greater
Mount
Sinai Baptiat
is a member of the member of Co-Ettes, Inc., Cer!MCC" of the city during the cial and Dramatic clubs and Miss Marzett is the daugh- to Beaulat Baptist church.
faculty to represent Carver in church.
. Future Homemakers of Amer.' vantes crp
Fourth Annual NDCC Queen's a library assistant,
andjurrs
Ebonites and "Miss
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Hemp Miss Whittaker is the a "Miss R.001111W ay" contest TALENTED
STUDENT
ion, the Notional }form •.,49.contest
She is a member Of Colson- Harzett of 557 Hampton pl., daughter of Mts. Hotel Whit, Lest year.
A
senior
and
Superior
Telciety,
the New Homemak
This year's competition will jbus Baptist church where she •nd a senior at Rooker T. tal.,r of 2133 Farrington St., She is a member
of the ented Student at 'Manassas Mu Alpha Theta, Mathernatiis
be heki in connection With the'serves as pianist in the Sun- Washington High school, and a seniOr at Carver High Riverview Chriatlan
Comirrs from the Twelfth
church
High
school,
Miss
Harrison
is
Honor
Society and the PsiO United State* Army Corps in
dedicate?)' program for the day sdrI001 and Baptist Train- where she belongs to the
new Carver High school audi- ing UniOn and music director French and Social Studies
'Atlanta" fistia10 occasion will
torium Whieh will be held on for the Youth Department of clubs, the Y-Teens and is a
be CoLRObert Booth, chief of
Saturday. Yob. 72.
the Terme:Sae
& E State majorette in the band.
the ROJ'c' section, who will
Seeking the top honor for a Convention.
A junior and Superior Talspeak: the NDCC banquet
Memphis National Defense A junior at Hamilton High ented Student at Lestet High
and participate in the NDCC
Cadet Corps sponsor are school, Miss Green is the school, Miss Morris is secreBALL.
Misses Gwendolyn Marie daughter of Mrs. Lora B. tary of the New Homemakers
Supt. E. c,flnibert a n d
June s, Douglass; Deborah Greene of 1358 Gleason St. She of America and belongs to the
Lee Thompire-wilt represent
on; 1-1.1•11 Mar- is a member of .the Debutante Gracious Ladies, the BonGreene,
the Board .Z.Eseation at the
Mt, Booker T. WaAington: Society, the Senior Y-TeenS Tonettes, the Dance Group and
Carol Morris, Lester; Mary a n d Waterford's Theatrical is a junior drum majorette.
Judge
ntest w 11
Truitt, Melrose; Annette Marie
She is the daughter of Mrs.
be Mrs. R. Q. Venson,
Whittaker, Carver, and Canna ORATORICAL CONTESTANT Reba Watson of 1081 Peach at.
known social civic lea
;
Harrison, Manassas.
Last year Miss Greene rep- MELROSE GIRL .
Mrs. Margatet Matthews, execSPANISH CLUS
resented her school in the Miss Truitt is the daughter
utive director of Welcome
Miss Jones, a junior n d Anntal Elks Orlitorieil Con. of Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Truitt
Wagon, Inc., and George SisSuperior Talented Student at
of 813 Laurel at., and a senior
ler, promotions editor for a
Douglass, is the daughter of
Rev. and Mn, E. V. Jones of
daily newspaper.
Major George Robinson is
commander .of NDCC high
(Gratbused From
It
MARY TRUITT
C. HARRISON
H. MARZEYT
school units in Memphis.
dl.
(CaMitmed Prom Page 11
olintithei
DIVIOSSON
P011111
Starts SAT. JAN. 25
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of
chairman .
Herbert W. gtotrinerm, Jr
Vice chairman
L. I ?Immo,
ONE BIG WEEK!
able prbgress but one of our NEW YORK—Pageant mag- Organisation
• Ilelenelen ellatrinen
jobs remains to make men live azine
lone,
last week cited Con- Leadership Training Chair,Woe
m
together peacefully."
Natant Menem rd
Clhaitman
Also nominated for the stance Baker Motley, associate Camping end
Noble Deena
counsel
for
NAACP
Legal
DeGreek of the Year award were:
Advitheenlent Chem. .. Thaddeus Horne
Chairman
Finanee
...
SISarrin
lonee
Osborne,
Atty.
A. fense Fund, as the American Health &
Mrs. Lorene
5.1015 Chrm. Dr. John Jordan
W. Willis, Jr., Dr. Theron W. to watch in the field of race Commissioner
{Seem& bridges
mourn
Mothcros*, Mrs, Marie L. Adrelations in 1964.
HAIM,
Tri-11 lade Defirod—Madiams
/
MARI HA
ams, Dr. Vireo A. Smith, Jr.,
Chalrfnan
Torol
Mrs. Helen Chandler Shelby, Mrs. Motley, attorney for Vice Chairenen
SULLIVAN', RYER
John Strong
Chaffs. Horner
James Meredith and many Vies CII•ItMsn
Mrs. Loretta H. Xateo,
Vice Chairman
— Writtlier genestaek
the Tr -State Defender.
other hiatoric civil rights cases, Camping and Aeiriaires Chairmen
. roams *India
The 1944 Officers installed holds
the number two ad- Health & Safety Chum.
Melvin Ford
were: MIMI Velma Lois Jones, ministrative
Finanee
T. 3. Toney
post at the Fund rAaderehip
Training
Chairmen
chairman, Alpha Kappa Alpha; which
Homer &cachou
represented
10,485
CoMMIssiOnee
Mi. Minnie L. Echols of Sig- demonstrators
. . Rut." Jones
in 1903.
i'iNTRAL
ape'
PAN Af01(19
ma Gamma Rho, vice chairRev. W. C
Among other distinguished chairman
Vice Chairman ...
man; Miss Janet L. Lewis,
Charles Dialling
"THE THING WITHOUT A AWE" 'apt
citizens cited by Pageant are Organization & Extenrhon Chairman
Delta Sigma Theta, recording
G. H Banks
An AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL trrcture
A. WHITTAKER
Health k Safety Chrm
CAROL MORRIS
Floyd Newskin
secretary; Ernest Riley, Phi Dr. John P. Merrill, medicine, Leadership
GWENDOLYN JONES
• leader in the field of kidTraining Chairman
late Sigma, corresponding
—PLUS—
Libetull rob.,
ney
transplantation;
Rev.
MalAdvancement ChM , Hen, J. I.
secretary: Edison Morrison,
campIng and Activities ChairmanNetters
million.
Alpha Phi Alpha, treasurer; colm Boyd, religion, Espicopal
'1',m.
Randolph Scott And Forrest Tucker In
Gertrude Lang of 736 David
Chairmen
avia
Pidlelris
Miss Yvonne Hawkins Zeta chaplain at Wayne State uni- :orinnIss)oner
at., on Thursday night, Jan.
lemon Stahel
Phi Beta, parliamentarian; versity.
Among
other
guests
speak30, with Mrs. Clara Cochran as
Isom Jackson, Omega Psi Phi, Also, Michael 0. Sullivan, ing briefly were J. T. Chandco-hostess.
sergehntAit-arms; an d Mrs. theatre, star of the off-Broad- ler, Louis B. Hobson, principal
The 65th Annual Policyhold- Company are expected 1.0 Mrs. Marie Jones is pre,1
Marie L Adams, Sigma Gam- way smash, "In White Amer- of Manassas High School and ers
Meeting of the North Caro. ahow an increase of more than dent of the ciub, alai Mrs. Lilma Rho, chaplain. The officers ica."
Hosea Bridges. Troop 108, led line Mutual Life Insurance $4 million, and
the total will lian Bow/ea reporter.
were installed by Westbrook.
by William Hanry, conducted
Company
held in the probably pass the $81 million
Immediately after being in- Cold Cosh
. the opening and closing cere- Home Office was
Auditorium, in mark. Also, that the total installed the chairman, Mies' NEW BRUNSWICK, N. „I,
mony. Music was supplied by Durham Jan. 13, with the come for the year
1963 will
Jones Said in a brief wept- (um — The Marine Bar Was Omar Robinson, a music inpresident
A.
T.
Spaulding re- exceed $21 million and the inCAN YOU USE
ance speech: "The magnitude out $1,800 in cold cash after ,structor at Douglass High
porting
that
1963
was
a
surance
"Year
in
force should be in
and the pattern of our prob- being held up by two gun- (IS
bo
ch
yo
sol, and a singing group of of Challenge, Crises and Tra- excess
$345
million,
of
with
MORE
loins today are different from men.
gedy, but also a Year of Pro- payments to policyholders of
those in 1946 when the Pan The money had been kept Chairman of the dinner was mise."
INCOmE—OPPORTUNITY—SICURITY
approximately $7 million.
IN, J. Ford. Members of the The president reported
Hellenic Council was founded. in the refrigerator.
President Spaulding reported
Boys—Girls-18 to 50—Men—Women
,committee were Noble Owens, further that the assets of the that the Company
had vencaousio eto OR
H. W. Robinson. Jr., Harold
Crammer School Sufficient for Many Jobs
tured into a new field of inSTERICK BUILDING
Brooks, McGuire and J. T.
surance during 1963 — Student
WHIRS lO:KS 111(1 1/011
Chandler.
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Accident Insurance. The
Gil PRIPI4INIM1
Training Awards were pup
SI
RV1Ci
premium
income
.
Prepare Now for
from this
settled tot
source was in excess of $1.3
Mrs. Willie Broome, Mrs.
CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS
Robbie Flowers, William Hen- Mrs. Lizzie Anderson of 826
In Your Area
ry, all of Pack 198: Mrs. Ger- Gillis rd. was given a surprise
THOUSANDS
of
CITY—STATE—F
EDERAL JOSS OPEN
aldine Taylor and Willie NorStart
As
High
As
ton of Pack 195; Mts. Geral- birthday party on Sunday,
$4,490.00
Tire! Year
'dine Best and Daniel Burr of Jan. 5, by her sister, Mrs.
-Automatic Pay Raises
•Nes
,Peek 129; Jacob Summerville, Katie Cross of 687 Nonconnah
•Paid Sick Leave
No Layoffs
'Charles Crawford, Frankie rd., and her son and daughter•Pciid Vacations
Kindly send m• the Tri-State
!Ruffin, Mrs. Estell Currie, Eu- in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
*Meet New Friends
Mack
Anderson
of
852 Hamagene Bonds, all of Pack 163;
'Al! Holidays with Pay
•Liberal Pensions
i
Defender to address below
G. Black of Pack 102; Rode- ton st.
I
T).
Keep
The
Your
table
dining
Present
was
Job While Training
over- 1
rrick Diggs, Pack 122; James
with a white maderia 1 One year $6.00 Six months $3.50 I
Troop 130; Harold ilaid
If you are a 13. S. Cltlren—Interested in your future, receive
cloth
I
1
and
had
a
center
piece
of
1
full information on How to Get n Government Job.List of
Hughes, Troop 116; Fester Wil- 1
i
Civil Service POcitions and SalatieS,!or which we Can train
liamson, Troop 114; Mrs. Mil- cut flowers and pink tapers in
'Accredited by The Accrediting Commission
you. Mall Coupon below 10:
I
crystal
holders.
Following
a
dred Douglass, Pack 113; WitTHE
NEW
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
1
I
lie Butler, Troop 132; William complete turkey dinner, a
REV TRAINING SERVICE •
22-7 Union Ave.'
for Business Schools
I
T. Harrison, Troop 135; David'large, three-tiered cake Was 1 TO
!lernrhis,
I
I
Edmonson, Troop 124; John brought in for the honoree.
i
Other
guests
at
the
party
I
Cummings,
B.
T.
Banks,
Approved by Tenn. State
Frank
Nan;
. Age
Sex
Taylor and Felix Webber, as- were Mrs. Arlester Turner, i
I
Street
or
Route
Home
sistant district commissioner. I Mrs. Laura Loggins, Mrs. I Sheet Address
Phone
Deportment of Education
I
Zone Ne..,.
Cited For Organization of New Jenetta Wilson, sisters of the I
City..
I
County
State —
State
Et
hoonwoirees.
e; a n d Mrs. Lillian I City
Units:
l
Present
occupation
Titre usually at borne __-$
Mrs. John Strong, Ronald
I
Young, Rev. L. M. McNeal,
Dan Partee, William T. Herri -on. Sammie Hathaway, Rev.
W. C. Holmes, James Golden,
Edward Red, Aron J. Jefferies.

Principal

IsMrs. Motley 36
Says Magazine
Woman To Watch

rap

DAISY,

nothing human about him
...except his desires

•

.YRO

North Carolina Policyholders
Near Of Huge Gains Last Year

RAGE AT DAWN

LOOKING FOR A
BETTER JOB

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Memphian Receives
Birthday Surprise

HENDERSON
BUSINESS
COLLEGE,INC.

--

COURSES
IN
Accounting,
Executive Secretarial,
Stenographic,
I.B.M. Key Punch,
Typewriting,
I.B.M.
DAY and EVENING
CLASSES
Second Semester Begins
January 28
Registration January 24
PHONE 526-4156
530 LINDEN AVE.

New Subscription Order

ERNIE BUFORD
155 Lbs

SOUTHERN
MIDDLEWEIGHT CHAMPION
Ernie Buford fights young
Jock Johnson in Curacao,
N. A. Netherlands Antilles, Jan. 31st.
Ernie
leaves Memphis Sat. 26th
and arrives n Curacao the
the galTI• night. Erni•'s
next fight is against

(and Manual)

•

A LIFETIME OF

Laszlo Papp in Vienna
Austria, first port of Feb.

MORE BUS SERVICE
IS HERE New bus Schedules now in effect have
added 15,000 miles of Service to give fq
you the greatest amount of fast, convenient...
service in more than seven years.

or latter port of March in
Vienna Austria.

THOMAS RIP DAVIS
135 Lbs.
SOUTHERN
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION
Rip Davis hos tento..ve
fights in Homolula and 1
fights In Tokyo, Japan
latter

part

of February.

PLEASE ASK YOUR OPERATOR FOR
THE NEW
SCHEDULES

RED

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

I

4
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1964

Fourth Chicago Univ ersity Folk Festival
Features Artists, Wor kshops, Folk-D nces

, 1961
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The Folklore Society of the will feature some of the best P.M. Film: Folk Music in Ken- NASHVILLE, Tenn. — ANP)
Some are tucky. John Cohen.(Two Show- — A one-legged janitor's plan
University of Chicago presents folk musicians alive.
professional v.tio have given
for a $18,000 retirement fund
the Fourth Annual University concerts regularly throughout ings) 3:00 P.M. String Band
was nipped in the bud here beWatson
Doc.
featuring
Concert
of Chicago Folk Festival to be
are
the country, while others
cause, police said, it lacked
held the weekend of January simply people who have been and Family, New Lost City
essential - the money
31, February 1 and 2, on the raised with the traditional Ramblers, Maybelle Carter and one legal
campus in Mandel Hall, 57th folk music of America all the Lilly Brothers will be wasn't his.
Officers said John Richard
and University, and at the Ida around them, and in whose heard at the 8:15 Concert.
with
Noyes Hall, 1212 E .59th Street. lives music plays a very im- Activities for Sunday, Febru. Brown, 43, was charged
connection
ary 2, will include a workshop Petty larceny in
The Festival will bring to portant part.
with the alleged theft of about
Chicago an exciting three-day The Schedule of events are for Guitar with Doc. Watson,
200 money orders from the Conprogram of traditional Ameri- as follows: Friday, January 31, Maybelle Carter, Tracy Sch.
Money Order Corporacan folk music. Three evening 4:30 P.M. — Reception; 8:15 warz and Furry Lewis at 11:30 sumers
America in the Whiteconcerts and a Saturday after- P.M. Concert: Saturday; Febru- A.M. (Lectures which will be tion of
.
noon- string band concert will ary 1, 10:00 A.M. Banjo Work- announced later) at 1:00 P.M. hall Building,
said Bi•awn's ar'presented as well as lee, shop featuring John Cohen, a lecture by Archie Green, Detectives
supermarket
tures, films, workshop, discus- Don Stover, Doc Watson and Late Development of Hillbilly rest came after
sion groups, a Wing-Ding, a Mike Seeger; 11:30 A.M. - Lec- Music at 2:30 P.M.; Folk Dance employee jutted down the licHootenanny and Folk Dance. ture by Erwin Helfer: Folk at 4:30 P.M.; Hootenanny and ense number of the tuspect's
concluding Concert at 8:15 car after he attempted to cash
Each evening during the Music Roots of Jazz, illustrat- a
one of the 'money orders.
Festival, a different concert ed with slides and tape. 1:00 P.M.
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ATLANTIC MILL EMPLOYEE
Miss Sandra V. Rhea, 18-year-old daughter
of Mrs. Ruby Huston of 3064 McAdoo.
Memphis, is now a member of the Women's
Army Corps. Miss Rhea tright), gets information from WAC Recruiter Staff Sergeant Pauline Tetrick, of the US Army
Recruiting Main Station, at Kennedy VA
Hospital. The new VVAC member will take
her basic training at Fort McClellan. Ala.,
she hopes to be assigned with the Army
Medical Corps. Miss Rhea graduated from
Lester High School in 1963 and was employed as a clerk at Atlantic Mill on Lamar
avenue.

Almost Three Times More
space At Juvenile Court
Whites Than For Negroes

Thri▪fty-12 Club
Elects Officers

The Thrifty 12 Social club
elected Mrs. Margurite Whitaker president for 1964 during
om f.
etaireg satt herhehroe
ed
ks
2 recent
219ve
cnitarm
•
elected include:
Mitemployes
Mesdames Elizabeth
Facilities for white children abolished at Juvenile Court, there is a shortage ct
chell, vice president; Mamie at Juvenile Court have been the question of space would on their floor,
FAMILY OF SLAIN HERO
Prince, treasurer Ruth Davis, criticized as inadequate since immediately
Is there a shortage of embe eradicated.
secretary; Juanita Byrd, as- Judge Kenneth Turner took Space is not a problem in the ployes in the section where
Mrs. Barbara Jiminez-Cruz )right), her son Michael and
sistant secretary; Willie Mar- charge of the institution at the white section, but Negro chil- there are White children?
her daughter Gina. who is carried Icy Mrs. Dorothy Poole,
tin, sargeant-at-arms; Roxie beginning of 1964, but com- dren are grouped together alAn employe, who did not
Mrs. ihninez-Cruz's sister, arrive in Seattle, Wash, Mrs.
AlMcGee; finance committee;
wish to be quoted. said: "Last
pared to what is available for Most as tight as sardines,
Jiminer-Cruz is the widow of Sgt. Luis Jiminez-Cruz, who
berta Baker business manager; Negroes detained there, it is
According to the record on week on the second floor there
was killed by a sniper's bullet in Panama during recent
Odessa Anderson, critic, Katie "home, sweet home."
but
the day of this reporter's tour, were only ten children,
rioting there. She sat in a Washington. D. ('. train station
Winfield, sick committee; While some white children there were 70 Negroes boys there were four matrons and
for way hours and almost missed funeral service for her
Alma Thomas, chaplain; and reportedly want to remain at and 44 Negro girls inside the four maids to wait on them."
husband in Arlington National Cemetery. Congress has
Linda Green, reporter.
the court when their parents walls, as compared to only
On many days, this newscallccd for an investigation of the affair and of charges
The social club also gave a come for them, Negro children 11 white boys and 20 white man was told, there is'one Nesocial affair at the F. H. Club are happy to leave. One girls.
that her husband did not have ammunition for his weapon
gro maid to wait on the 40
recently. Guests and club escaped just last week, and
durlicz the rioting. (UPI Telephoto)
But there is almost three Negro children on the second
members supplied flair, music, others spend considerable
times as much space at the floor', and that includes babies
sparkle and lilt during the time trying to figure how to
court for white children as in cribs, with diapers to be
get out of the cramped quar- here is for Negroes.
By EARL S. CLANTON, III times early in the second half. event.
-▪
changed.
Among gues:s were Mr. and ters.
•
NASHVILLE — Bill Bradley, A long one by Bradley gave
There is no inside recreano
were
there
Although
This reporter had a chance
John A. Troike, chairman of Briar Place, chairman of the
▪ smallest man on the court, set Coach Harold Hunter's crew Mrs. Jesse Raland, Mr. and
the tional area for the Negro boys
in
boys
dependent
white
the Illinois Youth Commission, program, urged everyone in"". the nets on fire with a red-hot its go-ahead basket and another Mrs. Oscar Baker, Bill Crump, to tour the entire detention Court last week, there were or girls.
the how and why terested to attend and learn
shooting performance as by the magnificient Bradley Miss Alma Evans, Mr. a n d section for both races, boys
on the
Why are there so many Ne- will explain
Mrs. Josh Prince, who just and girls, last week and found beds for 12 of them
Youth Commission about the workings of the
Tennessee State downed an helped seal the outcome.
A white couple. gro boy sand girls at Juve- of the
floor.
third
from
a
returned
Caribbean;
them to be strictly segregated,
basketball RULES PECULIAR
when he addresses educators, Youth Commission and hownational
Italian
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. King have nile Court as compared to
city-wide PTA leaders and socially maladjusted students
team 93 to 84 last Wednesday Hunter explained after the Mr. and Mrs. Sam White, Miss with equality out of the ques- an apartment in the area to white children?
international
Ethel
Coleman,
the
MitClarence
tion.
that
members of. the Montefiore - are helped with their denight in Municipal auditorium.igame
youngsters a near
One Juvenile Court worker,
If the color line were give the
Special Schools PTA, linquency problems at MonA crowd estimated at 3,500'r ules were a problem for his hell,
to have his Motley
wish
environment,
not
did
home
who
at their 24th open house Jan. tefiore School.
was treated to a fantastic team which usually relaxes
explanahis
to
added
named
For the white youth's leisure,
23 from 11:15 a.m. tL, 2:15 pm
shooting exhibition by Bradley when a whistle blows. Under
here are games, books, cards, lion, said: "There is actually
Troike will speak at the 1:00
who wound up with 32 points. international rules, play conNeamong
delinquency
more
pool
small
a
a bowling set,
p.m. assembly.
Bill, a five-ten guard from tinues.
a
but
now,
youngsters
gro
library
a
and
checkers,
table,
Mrs. Alan Pinsky, 4958 W.
Louisville, shooting nothing "They have got a different
in a spacious area. White number of Negro children Cortez, president announced
Solve Your Problems : but long ne-handers, hit 15 type attack, like the Russians.
have no business being there.
not
are
delinquents
juvenile
that the meeting will be held
• or 21 from the field to push They create a screen on one
"While the white policemen
the
with
a Small, Low Cost
With
mingle
to
allowed
at the new Montefiore School,
the team's season mark to 13- side and have a man cut from
will chase white youngsters
dependent children,
S. Ashland ave., and is
1310
the opposite side. We had a lot
4.
are
they
Real Estate Loan
But go to the area for Ne- away from a corner
to the public.
"If Bradley is not the best of trouble defending them,"
with simple open
on
gro youngsters, and it is an- loitering
Mrs. Jack Sloan, 425 W.
. shooter we've seen in your added the A&I coach. I thought
Nethe
up
pick
they
60 Flat Monthly Payments
other story. Delinquents and warning,
country, he's near to it," said he game provided a great disdependents are all lumped to- gro child and carry him to the Know Your Rights
Approx.
Italian Coach Nello Paratore, play of sportmanship."
Court,
17,
gether, ages eight to
Mo.
Cash You
Job appointments and prowho declined to tab A&I as the Bobby Edmonds and Porter
"And, too, if a Negro child
robbers, burglers and
thieves,
tremendous
Payments
Getthe Chicago Transit
in
motions
best team his club has faced in played their usual
snatchsweater
red
a
wearing
to
nothing
the innocent, with
game for Tennessee State, Ed.
Authority are required to be
the United States.
S 12.90
S 500.00
do from the time they get out es a woman's purse and runs,"
monds tossing in several nifty
non-discriminatory.
S
$ 23.70
go
will
$1,000.00
INIP ITALIANS TIE
police
"the
said,
he
unmorning
the
in
bed
of the
23
hit
jumps,
turn-around
$ 34.50
It appeared as if the Hunter51,500.00
As of 10:15 last night, the can Negroes.
til they climb back in t he out and arrest every Negro
S 45.50
sweater,
52,000.00
, men might toy with the visi- points and led rebounders with
In a more than four-hour double-decked beds in the child wearing a red
branch of the NAACP
Chicago
the
on
teamed
Porter
18.
Insirance
Liability
10
the
20/5
tors from across the sea as the
S 56.20
52,500.00
evening but eat and watch without any regard for
Baptist
part
Antioch
of
at
integral
an
meeting
still
was
17
grabbed
Driver
Edmonds,
boards
Safe
for
Rates
Low
26
quick
a
Tigers jumped to
other description."
$110.82
$5,000.00
'television.
Driver
Every
for
Tennof
points.
Protection
20
Amen
scored
president
the
and
of
where
Struggle
Church
of
aware
Freedou
But
with
the
is
advantage.
". to 20
Judge Turner
Boys below the age of seven
Cancelled or Rejected Risk
the NAACP, Rev. W. N. Dan- are permitted to live on the the hardships the Negro child
• Giovanni Gavagnin, a balding essee outrebounded the Italians
Be Wise! Choose
Also Insured.
iels pactors, an executive com- same floor with the girls, but experiences at Juvenile Court,
six-seven center dropping in 12 57 to 40.
No Charge for SR-22
mittee voted to remain in the there are still no games and and he said, "I lie awake at
straight points, the Italians cut Gavagnin was high scorer for
Compare Prices before you
Co-Ordinating Council of Com- reading material for them night thinking about it. But
it to 37 to 35. Two free throws Italy with 22. Franco Bertini
Buy
72 MADISON
munity Organizations (CCCO). there. Between meals they give me a little while to work
by Gianfranco Sardagna tied added 14, while Sardagan and
All Rotes Are Not The Same
the count 37 to 37 at inter- Gianfranco Pieri hit a dozen
The move to withdraw from watch television. Some of the it out. I haven't been here but
Budget Terms on All Policiee
JA 6-0637
Dial
each.
mission.
CCCO was led by the conserva- girls help with the work, since a few days."
FOR HOME APPOINTMENT
The Huntermen, behind the
The Italians, whose only lead
tive forces in the NAACP,
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
Call: Mr. Semerville
had been 2-0, in front shortly 26-point net swishing of Willie
James Kemp, Charles A. Davis
-Its Better to
after the second half started, Porter, picked up their twelfth
and Atty. George N. Leighton.
946-0782 (Res.) 946-2669
began to work the ball under Season's win and their first
Bitter exchanges punctuated
At a Bank''
Borrow
MWAA loop victory by outfor easy layups.
State assistant staff direc- Industrial Development since
the debate which was clearly
that
192
announces
university
1963,
Lincoln
January,
gunning
The Big Blues finally went
a victory for Negro unity in tor for Industrial Developahead for good 70 to 68 after to 87 in Jefferson City last
Chicago. The motion to with- ment, George L. Benedict, Jr., the position of assistant staff
night.
Monday
the lead swapped hands 11
draw was defeated by a show resigned as of last December director will not be filled. The
1 to accept a position in a duties and functions will be
of hands.
shared by Walter C. Long,
The meeting had been quick- private firm. He had held his
executive assistant, Auborn L.
ly called after the CCCO vot- position with the State 10
Hager, Jr., chief of industrial
ed last Saturday to sponsor a years.
Calgy, Jr., Gov. development, and Nolen E.
TROUBLED LEADER school boycott on Tuesday, W. Dan staff
director for Puckett, chief of field services.
Feb. 25th. At the meeting, the Clement's
Contradictory reports from NAACP, virtually alone, voted
Tanganyika is East Africa fail- against the boycott. ed to pinpoint the whereabouts Attending last night's meetA native of Sarawak, Asia of Premier .Julius Nyerere, who ing besides Kemp Davis and
now a student at Lambuth fled toward the Kenya border Leighton were Charles Hayes,
college in Jackson, Tenn., is after an army revolt rocked the Sidney Finley, Mrs. Fred WalkMark Jones, M. T,
scheduled to be a guest speak- new nation. Some sources said er, Judge
Dr. Samuel Stratton,
Blanton,
Methodist
Centenary
other
but
ended,
at
had
er
the revolt
Miles Cartman
Church, 878 Mississippi Blvd., reports told of sporadic gun- Lester Davis,
Reed, who repSunday, Jan. 26, when World fight still going on in the and Granville
Rev. Carl Fuqua, exService Day and Family Night capital city of Dar-Es-Salaam. resented
ecutive secretary et the Chicaare observed, starting at 5
Americans in the country were go branch of the NAACP, Brep.m.
reported not endangered. — netta Howell and E. Winston
The speaker is Jimbun
Williams.
Telephoto)
Pungga, a descendant of the (UPI
Sedayak or pirates tribe, who
are known as the head-hunters. He was educated in Meth'under price of
odist churches in his country
horn* delivered
before coming to America for
milk
further education.
Pungga will speak about
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
his country and of Methodist
work in Sarawak. He will
show color slides O'OM his
country.
The affair is being sponsored by the Commission on Commissions of which Mr. J. A.
Bradfield is chairman and
OPEN MUTELY
Ii 2-1361 or
Mrs. Hazelle 0. Lewis is assistant chairman. The public
274-8963
is invited to attend.

Montefoire-Motley Open House, Jan.23

In

)PEN

NEED MONEY?

State Savings Bank

State Job Will Not Be Filled

T.V. SERVICE
also

Sewing
Machine & •
Vacuum
Cleaners

Houseful of
„oor Furniture

Asian Student
To Speak At
Centenary, Jan. 26

THE PALAU

158"

CLOTHING CO.

Work Guaranteed
E Z TERMS,
Arranged on Work
Over '25"
FREE Pick Up &
Delivery Day, Nite,
Sundays & Holidays
LEADER
SEWING
& APPLIANCE CO.
1911 Madison Ave.

SAVE 80*

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

214-16 SO. MAIN STREET
Across from Malco Theatre
Dress your entire family
for The - Occasions
1964
Reasonable prices & EZ Terms
Home Store, For Home People,
your account's welcome

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

POTATOES

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
•

FOR

BAKING
FRYING
BOILING

TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
INC

249

Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Mornphis, Ton ssssss
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Critates Whet You Think Of"

.00 BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

HOUSE of CHROME
Discount Furniture Mart, Inc.
525-5678
92 NO MAIN ST

74111P—*
/Pate 4

DEFENDER

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1961

Defense Department Seeks
Teachers For Overseas Jobs
The Department of Defense insurance is available. Tour of
is seeking qualified teachera l duty
is one Year.
for dependent children of U.S.
personnel residing in the Further information may be
Azores, Bermuda, Crete, Den- obtained by contacting t he
mark, England, Ethiopia, board of U.S. civil service
France, Germany Guantanomo examiners, Defense De po t
Bay. Iceland, Italy, Japan. Memphis, Tennessee.
TeleKorea, Labrador, Libya, Midway Island Morocco, Nether- phone 458-4431, ext. 336.
lands, Newfoundland, Norway,
Okinaw a, Pakistan, Philippiss, Scotland, Spain, Taiwan, $9,000 In Cold Cosh
Trinidad and Turkey.
Vacancies exist for elemen- VAN NUYS, Calif. — (UPI)
tary and secondary teachers, — Two men posing as saleslibrarians, teacher - counselors, men talked their way into Dr.
guidance counselors, advisors Marvin Silverman's home and
and principals.
got away with $9,04.4) in cold
Teachers mutt be 21 years of cash —from his refrigerator.
age, posses a bachelor's degree, police reported.
teacher training and two years Silverman said the men apof teaching experience.
parently knew where he was
Salary for the instructional accustomed to hiding his mosstaff is $4,535 for the school ey because they went straight
year with additional increments for advanced educational preparation. Rent-free quarters and overseas transportation are provided.
A low cost group life insurance and health benefits

•

by
Anna C. Cooke
FOUNDER'S DAY
home on Hale Street. Bridge
It seems that the snow and scores ran low some great reacold weather are still with us son but when the setting was
and we are apparently in for ended and scores tabulated,
touch more of it before spring Mrs. Georgia Adkins was high
sets in; so you can hold that scorer for first prize. Coming
spring attire off for a little second was Mrs. Vivian Bell
while longer. In spite of the with Dr. Carrie Bigger receivweather, activities are still ing third prize. Keeper of the
going on in the Hub City.
traveling prize was Mrs. BerIn the world of Greeks, nice Lucas. Others present
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity were Mesdams Annie Bond,
started off the Founder's Day Rosetta McKissack, and Gladys
celebrations on Sunday, Janu- Bronaugh. At the next meetPUBLIC RELATIONS MEN FETED
ary 12 with a public program. ing, prizes will be awarded
The observance was held in for accumulated score -over a
Hampton House hotel in Miami, Fla., gave a luncheon in
and Mr. Markowitz, owners of the hotel. At first table are
the Lane college chapel with six months period.
honor of the public relations men who came to the city
Dr. Gilbert Porter. Florida State Teachers association:
Dr. Nebraska Mays, coordina- On Wednesday night, the
to attend the Orange Blossom game featuring the football
and Charles .1. Smith, UI. At second table, from left, are
tor of Graduate Study at A & Atomic Bridge club was enteams of Florida A&M university and Morgan State colMacon Williams, D. C. CollIngton, Florida A&M university:
I State university in Nash- tertained by Mr. William
lege. Standing in rear, from left, are L. L. Brooks, State
Aaron Hairston and Arthur Hightower. At
ville, as guest speaker.
third table are
Jones in the home of Mrs.
Representative Leo Furlong, Dade County Commissioners
seated Julian Nicholas, Henry H. Arrington, )(Jab Sayles,
Your st.ribe was all stored Louise Praither on Hays Ave.
Robert Brake, Joseph Boyd, Milton Thompson, Hughlan
in and didn't get a chance Members present for the setHerbert Wright, Allen Margolis and Phil Halpern.
to hear the address but re- ting of Contract Bridge were: Long, Alex Gordon and Tom Sasso, Mrs. Harry Markowitz
ports are that much food for Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Bronaugh,
thought was taken in from Mrs. Essie Perry, Mrs. Vivian
this noted educator. Dr. Mays Bell, Mrs. Catherine Taylor,
is a Kappa man.
and Miss Lois Jefferson.
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
We can't forget about sports
Socially, it was time for the for we have had many excitThe National Science Foun1. To halo identify highbetween colleges and high gram. He served as chairman
''As You Like It" Club mem- ing games recently. The most dation is making a grant of ability secondary school
stu- schools in increasing the of a panel dealing with direcbers birthday celebration on exciting one I think was the $10,770 to LeMoyne to assist
quality of education in the tors of programs in the life
Monday past. Birthday cele- Lane-Lemoyne game even the college in conducting a dents who have excellent
potential for becoming sci- sciences.
brants within the last six though the Dragons lost to the Summer Science
and social sciences.
Training entists.
Dr. Gibson attended a meet- Accompanyin
months who entertained were Magicians but it was any- Program for secondary school
g Dr. Gibson
2. To help accelerate the ing at San Antonio, Tex.,
Mesdams Rosetta McKissack, body's game and the scores students.
Jan. was William Fletcher, assistscholarly development of 18-17,
Izetta Lovette, Edna White, were just one point different,
for directors of the ant professor of mathematics
Dr. Walter W. Gibson, chair- such students through
pro- summer science training proLucille Sangster, and the ex- 75 to 74. The appearance of the
at LeMoyne
man of the natural science viding the opportunity
citing new bride, Odessa Beck Drill Team from Lemoyne was
for
division at LeMoyne, will di- instruction in scientific
conDunlap.
superb. Lane edged Tuskegee rect the project' which
is tent and methods by sciIt was her first appearance in Tuskegee last week by a scheduled for this summer.
entists of recognized statsince returning from Kansas score of 96 to 91.
Objectives of the program ure.
City and you can imagine the The time has now come to
To develop cooperation
excitement of the well wish- receive applications for the will be:
int', group. The affair was held Miss Bronze West Tennessee
in the home of Mrs. Izetta Pageant. Sponsored annually
Lovette on Berry Street with by the Jackson Alumnae
honorees being presented gifts chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
from other members which in- Sorority, it is open to all high
clude Mesdames Annie M. school senior young ladles of
There are man:, lob oprortonitic. existing in ChiBond, Alone Maney, Marie high scholastic standing and
cago as well as in other cities for graduates for our
Penn, Vivian Bell and Olivia good moral character. You
school. A career in the field of Business AdminiCombs.
may contact Mrs. Anna L.
stration or IBM Automation could give you real
BRIDGE CLUBS
Cooke, Chairman, By February
job
security.
Your scribe was the hostess 1. Scholarships are presented
to the Echo Bridge club on on the basic of talent competiChicago is the ideal training center for the field
last Saturday afternoon in her tion.
of business. The classes nicer :day and evening.
Tuition is low. Dormitory facilities are available
and very reasonable.

tam

LeMoyne Gets $10,710 For Science Program

TRAIN FOR A BUSINESS CAREER
IN CHICAGO

Progressive Baptists Enter
National Council Of Churches
The Progressive National "This act on the part of the
Baptist Convention, Inc., one of most influential body
of Prothe fastest growing religious
organizations in America, has testants in this country inbeen notified by the National dicates that the Progressive
Council of Churches that it has Baptist Convention is growing
been placed on the eligible daily in numbers and influlist for membership in all units ence.
of the National Council of "Already, the membership
of the Convention is close to
Churches.
The resolution states that one million and we are grow"The General Board of the ing at an amazing rate. This
National Council of Churches eligibility for membership in
approves the Progressive Na- the units of the National Countional Baptist Convention as cil is marvelous achievement,"
eligible for membership in Dr. Chambers noted.
units of the Council."
The Progressive National
Dr. Timothy Chamber s, Baptist Convention was orpresident of the new conven- ganized in Philadelphia in 1962.
lion, hailed the action of the It will hold its third annual
National Council as "'nerve- session in Atlanta in Septemachivement."
ber 1964.
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Quality Stamps will bring you savings
as you spend in 064! Be sure and
shop where you see the "Good News"
sign
We Give Quality Stamps!
When your Saver Books are full check
your quality Stamps Gift Book for the
perfect Gift or household accessories!
Depend on Quality Stamps for elegant
& exciting Gifts!
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An unideMified stiident is carried
into Atlanta Police Headquarters.
He and 44 others were arrested when
they tried to serenade another group
of demonstrators who had teen ar-

rested when they tried to serenade
another group of demonstrators who
had been arrested earlier while trying to integrate a restaurant. — (UPI
Telephoto)

For My Freedom, It's Worth It
ard Cardinal Cushing celebrated the
Mass, which was nationally tele(Sequence rhotos by UPI)
if

Maria Nieves, who hails
from Buenos Aires, Argentina, a foxy dancer now appearing in Chicago hotel,
shows how sensitive car top
and window Thvention is by
using a small atomizer
spray at two control points.
Moisture automatically
closes car top and windows
in rainy weather. The car
interior-saving device is on
display at car accessories
show, at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel. — (UPI Telephoto)

Crazy 'Short', Too

Mrs. John F. Kennedy weeps silently
during Solemn Pontifical Mass of
Requiem for the late President at
Boston's Holy Cross Cathedral. Rich-

A Man Of Sorrow & Acquainted With Grief

for cast of new Broadway play,
"Dylan," which opened in New York
to rave reviews. Miss Dobie is in the
Broadway show,"Chips With Everything."--(UPI Telephoto)

Mrs. Burton Does The 'Hinny-Gully'
Sybil Burton, divorced wife of actor
Richard Burton,is intent as she tries
to follow actress Maureen Dobie
(right) as they dance the "hullygully." They were attending a party

In St. Paul, Minn.. the city's Winter Carnival
Princesses (from left to right) Lynda Peterson,
Barbara Kill, Gisela Alexander and Donna Dahm
get a lesson on how to exercise tired tootsies from
World Posture Queen Valerie Dahl. The girls were
footweary from making rounds of personal. appearance.—(UPI Telephoto)

Then, You St-r-e-t- c-h-h-h

Sheikh Abeid Karume (left), 58. new President of
Zanzibar, talks with his new Foreign Minister.
Sheikh Mohammed Babu. leader of the AfroShirazi Party which ousted the Arab regime of the
Sultan of Zanzibar. The island's six-day-old rebel
government proclai,med Zanzibar a "People's Republic.—(UPI Telephoto)

Zanzibar Pow-Wow

Field Marshall John ()keno. 27-year-old leader of
Zanzibar's revolutionary regime. gives the "V-sign"
as he addresses a rally of his supporters. The
;Kenya-born tribesman was trained in Cuba and
helped engineer the coup which overthrew the
government of Sultan Jamshid Bin Abdullah Bin
Khalifa.—(UPI Telephoto'

Zanzibar 'V' For Victory

OP
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Social Conscience

a
ti

system. Nothing has been done
in the way of teacher-integration.. As a consequence colleges
and Universities have not shown
much inclination to re-examine
their employment policies in the
light of the Court's desegregation mandate.
The celebrated Catholic University, in Washington, where
high Catholic Prelates meet annually to denounce segregation
and other social evils as incompatible with Christian principles
and democratic preachment, has
an iron fence against Negro
scholars. This is an anomalous
situation that the Catholic hierarchy has not resolved. It is
rather ludicrous to preach about
integration from the minaret of
entrenched segregation.
But Catholic University is not
alone in this regard. There are
other Universities and colleges
of prominence in the nation's
capital and elsewhere in the
United States which shut their
doors to Negro teachers.
It seems to us that the Christian ministry of whatever denomination has been concentrating on the periphery rather than
at the core of the evil of racism
with which the whole of America is afflicated.
The church has yet time to
batter down the upper doors to
integration. Until that is done,
American race prejudice will
continue to dominate the scene.
Canon Williams' admonition
should go a long way toward
prodding the clergy to honest
social action.

A Test Of Congress
The civil rights battle now
shaping in Congress will be,
above all, a test of Congress itself. It will be a test of the
validity of the legislative process.
Will Congress face up to its
responsibility by evolving a solution for the pressing problems
that are at the root of racial
tensions? Or will it abdicate this
responsibility, as it has in the
past, and thus hand new arguments to those who deride the
legislative branch for its inability to cope with the crucial issues
of our time?
In this winter of racial discontent, Congress dares not turn
its back on the American citizens who are crying for justice
and freedom.
We've heard a lot of talk that
the reason the states have been

losing out to the Federal government is because they have abdicated their responsibilities.
Yet, what is often overlooked is
that the initiative in the field of
civil rights has passed to the
courts and to the executive
branch largely because Congress
over the years has failed to take
meaningful action.
Now the pent-up forces for
change have been steered into
the courts, into the streets, demanding and demonstrating.
So the real question facing
Congress at this very hour is
whether it can act on this central issue of segregation in
American life now, and recoup
the initiative? Or will the decisions be left to the courts, the
executive branch of the Federal
government, or street demonstrations, police brutality and
strife?

Independent Kenya
The evolution of Kenya from
colonial status to independence
is a triumph for the natives
who fought so hard and so long
to remove the oppressive yoke
from their necks, The desperate conflicts that produuced
the Mau Mau finally achieved
spectacular results,
Not only has Kenya acquired
its sovereignty but it has evolved a formula which will make
it possible for black and white
Kenyans to live together, and
for dissident tribal groupings
to settle their differences
peacefully.
Had the land been partitioned to satisfy manifold vested
interests, the dfect would have
been harmful
Kenya's economy As it is now extraordinary

a

skill has been employed to
bring all conflicting interests
together in a joint responsibility for the welfare of the
country as a whole,
Great credit goes to white
and black and especially the
two major political organizat ons—Kan u and Kadu—for
creating the climate that made
independence and peace possible,
Though no one can predict
what course the present Administration may eventually
follow, present indications lend
support to an optimistic: view
of Kenya's future,
This African country is already over the political watershed and in possession of a
workable government,

Jackie
Robinson
Says
Vital Decision In Offing

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

In one of the sharpest criticisms aimed at the clergy, a
Canon of the Washington Cathedral, the Rev. Richard Williams, said that the social conscience of lay leaders in American churches "is still far out
ahead" of the social conscience
of the ministry.
"This is true not only of Episcopalians but of Protestants and
Roman Catholics," Canon Williams declared in a sermon at
the Cathedral.
"The clergy," he continued,
"are too often only concerned
with their public image. They
are on commissions and committees for equal employment, fair
housing, and so forth, but, sad to
say, too often their interest is
not a matter of conscience or
theological conviction, but of a
concern for their public image.
"Right here in this great National Cathedral, where there
are three outstanding schools
and a graduate college, one must
raise the question, why are there
no Negro teachers? The answer
certainly could not be because
there are no qualified Negro
teachers."
This is indeed a good question.
And we have the answer. Race
prejudice prevails in the academic ranks. There openings at
the bottom for admission of students. But the top is buttoned up
securely against the black face
at the faculty level.
We have been pushing for
student-integration in all stages
of the American educational

z
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By tiARRY GOLDEN

$1 Tip And A Tax Cut
When I was a messenger boy
for the Postal Telegraph Company I delivered telegrams to
Mr. Nathan Straus, the great
philanthropist, owner of R. H.
Macy.
Mr. Straus had an office in
Aeolean Hall on 42nd Street.
There were no red tape secretaries and other straw bosses
who tossed a telegram boy
around as they do today.
You saw Mr. Straus himself
and he looked up, took the telegram, and pulled out a dollar
bill, and that was a tip. Can you
imagine getting a $1 tip when
your earnings for the entire
week would average $9?
There were only four or five
telegrams I remember delivering to Mr. Straus during the
course of a year. although maybe some of the other kids got a
chance at it, too. Maybe even
the manager went over there
when he learned of the $1 tip.
The only other $1 tip I ever
received was from Mr. Hedley
whom I suppose I should have
disliked but didn't. The Dress
was forever calling him a "traction magnate."
•

•

•

Must we come to the painful
realization Congress is unwieldy?
We know there are Congressmen and Senators who have
trouble remembering which narty elected them, let alone which
measures that party wants
championed.
This year, we have watched
Congress stew about tax cuts
about which it did nothing as

yet because the controversy was
succeeded by the civil rights
problem.
Congress did not feel impelled
to move quickly because civil
rights was in turn succeeded by
a rail crisis and the rail crisis
by the hydrogen bomb pact.
I remember the city council of
a famous American city which
could not agree on how to deal
with unemployment Juvenile
delinquency and the imposition
of sales tax, so they got together
to vote themselves, unanimously,
a pay raise. This pay raise was
passed during a newspaper
strike in that city. Smart, smart.
Postmaster Edward J. Day
left the Kennedy Cabinet stating that the $25.000 a year just
wasn't enough for him to live
on.
All of us have different wants;
whether Postmaster Day is right
or wrong about the standard of
living is beside the point. The
point is: would Congress raise
Cabinet salaries?
The city council won't raise
the salary of the comptroller if
raising his salary means he
make more than they do or the
mayor.
If it wasn't for the clamorous
PTAs the superintendent of
schools would face the same
despair as the comptroller.
(Matter of fact, it might not be
a had idea.)
Now, if every bill that came
before our Congress contained a
rider for a pay raise — ah, what
a paradise this would be!
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By AI. DUCKETT

Big Mouth Talks Of Freedom

"I am writing a letter to Martin Luther King, Jr., and suggesting that he take voice lessons," Big Mouth told me.
"What?" I demanded in a
voice high with wonder.
"Yup," Big declared. "And j
am also sending a note to Roy
Wilkins and Jim Farmer and A.
Philip Randolph."
"You are a busy man," I observed dryly. I knew better
than to demand an implanation of Big Mouth's letter-writing before he was willing to
give it.
Instead of pleasing him, my
patience seemed to irritate my
big-mouthed friend.
"Don't you want to know why

I am writing these folks — the
leadinest Negroes we got?" he
asked in a hurt and indignant
manner.
"Sure, Big," I said hastily.
"Why?"
"Very simple," he explained
condescendingly. "You read in
the papers that President Johnson "landed out Freedom Medals
to a whole bunch of folks a few
weeks ago in Washington, didn't
you?"
"Sure," I admitted.
"Well. Miss Marian Anderson and Dr. Ralph Bunche
were included," Big said. "I
know."
"But you don't know why
I wrote Dr. King and Mr. NA-

The other day, the United
States Supreme Court announced
that it will hand down a final
decision after March hearings on
t he Prince Edward County
schools situation.
This will be a vital decision.
Prince Edward County, Va., gained for itself the doubtful distinction of becoming the first county
in America to close down its
public schools rather than obey
the high court integration edict
As a result, Negro children of
the county had been deprived of
the right to go to school for four
years. Many white children were
able to continue their education
in private schools set up by the
white community.
Last September, under a
vigorous program initiated by
the Kennedy Administration,
Free Schools were opened on
a temporary basis, to teach
these deprived Negro children
and any white youngsters who
wished to attend.
Reading the news that our
highest court is about to rule on
this matter, we recalled having
the pleasure of entertaining
thirty of the Negro students
from Prince Edward.
They had been brought East
for a holiday trip through the
sponsorship of an enterprising
interracial committee of the
Riverdale Community.
Both my wife and I were tremendously impressed with the
manner and dignity of these

children who had been denied
their right to an education because of the segregationists' determination to maintain the status quo.
The youngsters had a wonderful lime. It was a sad thing,
however, to learn of an Incident involving one of the visiting boys. He was the guest of
a Jewish family in Riverdale.
One evening, during a discussion about the Christian observance of Christmas, members of
the host family told him the
story of Chanukah, the Jewish
festival period which occurs close
to our Yuletide season. This boy,
we are told, became distressed
and terribly angry.
It had come to him with great
force that here was something
he knew nothing about and could
not understand.
In the midst of real happiness
over his visit here, he was oppressed with the feeling that he
might never catch up with all he
had lost during four years of his
life when school doors had been
slammed in his face because his
face is dark.
What has America done to
our children? How deep are
the wounds which have been
inflicted? Will they ever heal?
How Ironic that our legislators
should be stalling on the civil
rights issue. Surely this nation
can and must keep its promise
—not only to its Negro citizens and youth—but to Itself.
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Why Congress Failed
By HENRY CATHCART
The lackluster performance
of Congress during its 1963 session has focused the attention of
serious students of government
on the entire federal legislative
process.
There is growing concern over
whether the Congressional body,
formed by the presently existing
political situation, is able to fulfill the needs of the country.
Congressional critics reach almost automatically for the seniority system as being the cause
of the failure of that body to
function with the efficiency and
dispatch they desire.
They contend that the system
has elevated untalented and narrow politicians to positions of
power because of the accident of
their surviving in essentially
one-party constituencies.
Other critics charge that parliamentary rules and an exaggerated tradition of tolerance by
legislators of their fellows' position and prerogatives work
against expeditious consideration of legislation.
Still others argue that the
vast powers of committee chairmen, who in large measure control the machinery of legislation,
play into the hands of those who
put local and sectional aspiraACP and Mr. CORE and Mr.
March On Washington?"
"Can't figure." I confessed—
because I couldn't.
"You are intelligent," Big told
me. "But sometimes you do not
appear to be very bright. I wrote
Dr. King and told him to take
up singing lessons and to the
rest of them Top Negro Leaders
and advised them to get some
degrees and things in back of
they names. That way, maybe
someday, they will get the President's Freedom Medal. Do you
know any folks who deserve
Freedom Medals any more than
them folks?"
"Are you saying President
Kennedy should not have named
Miss Anderson and Dr. Bunche?"
I asked.
"Do I look like a fool to you?"
Big inquired. "I never speak ill
of the dead. Besides, I have the
greatest respect for Miss Anderson. She not only sings spirituals
and classic music in all them
languages, but she also walks
and talks and acts just like a
queen. Besides, she is not highfalutin'. I know personally that
she is not high falutin' because
I have personally heard her sing
"He's Got The Whole World In
His Hands" in a manner which
would do credit to First Baptist
Church.
"I also dig Dr. Bunch* because they offered him a Job
In Washington. D. C. and he
had sense enough to turn it
down. Now, I call that a tr,•-•

Li
her

lions above the national interest.
All of these criticisms contain
some truth, of course. But Congress has always been considered a good mirror of national sentiment and change will come
only as the public demands it.
Perhaps the slow pace of the
1963 Congress reflects a national
apathy or indifference to the
problems with which the legislators wrestled so indeterminately for so long.
•

•
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People usually think of the
Senate as the place where millions and billions lbf dollars are
spent without the batting of an
eye. But that august body can
look closely at pennies, too.
The Senate publishes, every
three months, an official list of
officers and employes, and the
compensation they received. Its
most recent list reports that a
special counsel for the Senate
and a consultant for the Foreign
Relations Committee received
$5.67.
It just goes to show that legislators can find economical employes if they really put their
minds to it — and if they don't
work them for too many hours.
Or was it minutes in the case of
the two small checks fellows?
Why should he take some Job
in Washington, Dee Ceti, when
he is vice - president of the
world. And too, Miss "Whole
World" and Mr. "World Veep"
—both them fnlks have never
forgotten they folks—which is
me—no body me—Big Mouth."
"Then why are you complaining?" I asked, puzzled.
"I am not complaining about
them as got the medals. I am
simply pointing out to a certain
friend of mine who is unable to
think for himself, that there are
others who deserved it too but
who didn't get it. And I think I
know why."
"Why?"
"I'll tell you why. Because
somebody figured—this is how
I see it—that Mr. Thurmond
and Mr. Wallace and Mr. Eastland and the rest of them rednecked crackers would n of
blow they tops if Miss Marian
Anderson got it 'cause she is a
singer, first and foremost; Dr.
Bunche either, 'cause he Is a
doctor."
"Martin King is a doctor,"
objected."A reverend doctor and
a PH. D."
"Yes," said Big, "But not the
same kind of Dr. as Dr. Bunche.
Besides, Dr. Bunche does a whole
bunch of travelling all over the
world. If Dr. King would
learn
to sing and not keep going
to
them nearby foreign
countries
like Barn, Sip and GA, he
get one of them Freedom might
Medals
too."
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Mrs. Lacey Crarren entertained her children recently.
They are the Charles and
CAIRO
Johnny Muchersons.
• ••
By DAN CLARK
Mabel Florian. of Paceima.
Calif., was the dinner guest of Funeral services for Eliza13—Correspondence
Mrs. Sammie Gage and Mandy beth Fisher Robinson, mothClubs
Hubbard. Others attending er of Morette Vatighn, were
LONELY? BE HAPPY, JOIN THE
American Club Box 757, Gary, 154. the dinner were Rev. Mattis held
at Mt. Zion Baptist
Send for Information today.
Watkins, Ray Harris and Church recently.
•••
Myrtle Jones.
30—Female Help Wanted
•••
Luther Dunn has returned
MAIDS — N. Y. to $65 wk. Ticket,
The Avery Overlands, Jun- after visiting his sisters and
sent. Jobs waiting. M. & M. ASeY.,
ior and Senibr, of Los An- brothers in Charleston, Mo.
210 Post Ave.. Westbury, N. Y.
•••
geles are visiting Mrs. Over32—Male k Female Help
land's parents, the Alfred
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DURHAM, N.C. — Dr. Sylvia Lyons Render has been
appointed to the English Department at North Carolina
College, according to Samuel
1
A farm neighborhood that clubs set goals for themselves, "The Farm Family of the 0
P. Massie, president.
produced $91,000 worth of cot- establish a committee fcr each Year," the Coleman Greens
Dr. Render, who was a
ton, $52,000 worth of soy- goal, and meet regularly to with five of their nine chilmember of the Florida A&M
beans, built 13 new homes, check on progress being made. dren, own 63 acres and rent
University faculty from 1950
and started 17 additional farm Of the goals set last year by 34'7 more. In addition to the
to 1963, took over the post on
crops in 1983 has been chosen the 121 community clubs, traditional crops of cotton and
Jan. 1.
as South Carolina's "Commu- these are some of the major corn and soy beans, they
A native of Atlanta, Ga.,
nity of the Year."
achievements: (1) 2,342 fami- raise 45 acres of sweet potaDr. Render received her B.S.
The Gadsden community lies followed practices recom- toes for Columbia superdegree from Tennessee A&I
near Columbia, S.C., 113 neigh- mended by Extension farm markets. From their early
State University, where she
boring families joined the Pal- and home agents in the oper- crop, they harvest close to
majored in English and edumetto State Community De- ations of their farms and 5,000 bushels of potatoes in
cation. She also holds an
velopment Association only to in maintenance and manage- July and another 5,000 in OcM.A. degree from ohio State
tober.
walk off with the first-place ment of their homes.
University and Ph.D. degree
"Sweet potatoes take care
plaque and $350 in cash dur- (2) Two hundred and sevfrom George Peabody College
ing awards ceremony recently enty families built new of most of our operating exfor Teachers.
FAMILY OF THE YEAR
at State College, Orangeburg, homes, 282 more installed penses and keep us out of
She is a member of the
The serious faces of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
en family of the year. Their home Is just
bathrooms, 998 erected more debt," says Mr. Green, standS.C.
DR. SYLVIA RENDER
Florida College English AssoGreen betray their happiness in being ('boo.
one of the many accomplishments which
The award was presented to attractive mail boxes, and 280 ing in front of the family's
ciation, the National Council cism," Bulletin of the Florida
won them the title.
families installed safer and new five-bedroom brick home.
Teachers of English, the A&M University, Sept. 1953 representatives of the Gadsden
community by T. J. Crawford, more efficient heating faciliTouncil on College Composiand June 1959; "Folk Motifs
ties.
tion and Communication, Al- in George Peele's The Old director of public relations at
In communitywide acpha Kappa Mu, Kappa Delta Wives Tale" Tennessee Folk- State College; and to the (3)
tivities, 94 communities took
Pi, and the Alpha Kappa Al- lore Society Bulletin, Sept. Green family by G. L. Twitty,
president of the State Com- part in fix-up and clean-up
pha Sorority.
1960; and 'Status Seekers munity Development Asso- campaigns, 104 sponsored suDr. Render's publications in- or Status Makers?," Alpha ciation.
pervised recreation for the
clude the following: "A Cri- Kappa Mu Journal, Winter, Also honored during the young people, 13 purchased
tique of Shakespeare Criti- 1963.
ceremony was the Coleman community centers, 86 commuGreen family oi the Santee nities sponsored stay-in-school
community near Orangeburg campaigns, 98 began raising
Who received a plaque as funds to help send • a 4-Her
"Farm Family of the Year" abroad as an International
EMPIRE
BATESVILLE
By DONALD PENDLETON By REV. MATTIE WALKER for their outstanding farm Farm Youth Exchange deleproduction and improved fam- gate, and 103 cleaned and
Mrs. J. B. Billings visited
Last rites for Ora David- ily living.
beautified church cemeteries.
her sister in Chesterfield dur- son were held at the RigginThe association began with (4) In Gadsden, the "Coming her vacation.
bottom Funeral Home with only 12 community clubs in munity of the Year," 13 fam•••
Rev. L. E. Mitcham officiat- 1959, says Assistant State Ex- ilies built new homes and 17
Little Linda Craigs visited ing. Burial was in the La- tension Agent E. N. Williams. others began construction, four
her mother in Coulin Hill.
Crosse Cemetery.
It now has 121 community installed running water, four
•••
She is survived by a daugh- clubs with 8,503 families.
installed bothrooms, 103 pantMrs. M. Owens and S. ter, Jewel Elliot; five sons, Mr. Williams and Mrs. Sara ed year-round gardens, and
Buckomer visited friends in Charlie Herbert, Jr., Allen, A. Waymer, Assistant State 116 registered to vote.
Flat Creek.
Clinton, Ray Herbert and Le- home demonstration agent,
(5) The community efforts
George Lee Smith of Mo- onnie; and a sister, Gertie point out that the association
included: the raising of $1,275
bile visited his grandparents Pace.
into
a
major
developed
has
toward the building of a comCOMMUNITY OF THE YEAR
• ••
or the holidays.
‘channel through which agri- munity center, the sponsoring
Members of the Gadsden community are presented a
line State College. The award was given by the Palmetto
Laurine Smiley of St. Louis cultural work is now being
and
of 23 recreational events,
is the guest of her parents, conducted in the State.
State Community Association of which these people are
momento
for
being
chosen
number
one
community
by
beautifying
the cleaning and
the Johnnie Woods.
members.
T. J. Crawford, public relations director at South CaroEach year the community of seven church cemeteries.
.• •
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Ne*o Area Wins
USDA Top Awards
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egisemtheir
don't
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"SALESWOMEN
Wanted to sell retail sAvertIsIng in
the Memphis market. We pay 25 per
cent and 30 per cent contract commission on the dollar.
The New Tri-State Defender
236,S. Wellington Si
Memphie Tonttttt

MISSISSIPPI

JOHN F. KENNEDY Medallion
Of antique silver on key chain
or bracelet or ribbon & framed
Picture, both for $2.50.
Send cash or money order to
Alex Weiss, 1159 Poinsettia.
Lo• Angeles 46, Calif.

itirmingham Spotlight

III—Suburban. Out-Of
Town-Real-Estate

*op"
over
h Is

DUPLEX ON 4 CITY LOTS. NA, ALT,
19. Fla. Low taxes. Fin* nghbrhd
All payed. 011 ht. Insul. Screens &
weatherttripa. II. J. Nyholm, 1022
Mohawk St., Clearwater, Fla.
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REV. C. KERBY, JR.
A MAN BENT FROM GOD
ft Is No Neret what God can do. Try
Him for yourself. Write for prayer.
When you are In the city come Sc, ffly
office. Learn the sowers of (foe

Rev. W. Itarby, Pastor
INDEPENDENCE
HOUSE
OF PRAYER

or,"
.r and

1849 E. 61•• ST., 2nd FLR.

ot the
nche.
whole
er the
learn
ng to
ntries
might
edits

9

PHONE: 643-0170
moo., 37. ILL.
PRAYER CAN
HELP YOU

FIND OUT HOW MIRACLE OF
PRAYER
rem work vrooders for you Sister Jones,
Boa 7762. Chitin° SO, III.
Why Re Sink? You Can Bs Healed!
Why be burdened? You can be helped
& blessed! Write now! Send stamped
addressed eneelOpe.
Rev. Lucky. Box 516.
CIVIL 04 la•

Green and Mamie Johnson.
•••
Ray Johnson was here to see
family and friends during the
holidays.
•••
Corrine Brown has returned from Detroit where she
visited her sister, Hart and
family friends.
Sick list: Adline Jones,
Lula Rodgers, and Catherine
Johnson.

TENNESSEE

38—MAIL ORDERS

Sob
hen
the

St. John Hospital in Spring- Jackson, Miss., to visit other 1 Major Avent, the Raymond their son Wynn in New York
Robinsons, the Earl Ander- and the Clarence Elliots in
field. Funeral services were relatives.
Last rites for
Auctaby sons, Mrs. James Grimes, Washington, D.C.
held at Mt. Olive Baptist
••
Church with Rev. Tenus Tur- Brooks were held at Walden .Mary E. Jones, James MeThe John Suits spent their
ley officiating. Burial was in Chapel Methodist Church with Corkle, Ruby House, Leonard
Rev. 0. R. Davis officiating. House of N.Y., Ivory Reid and vacation with their children in
the Dewmaine Cemetery.
He is survived by a wife, Burial was in Georgeville R. D. Tidwell of Detroit, Mich. Milwaukee.
II • •
• • •
Edna; a sister, Levona Kin- Cemetery with Delta Funeral
Hattie Jones died here reA special iiervice sponsored
cannon of Springfield; and a Home in charge.
• • •
by the NAACP was held re• cently. At present funeral arbrother, Rev. Raymond Davis.
•••
Mrs. R. C. Sallis of Koscios- cently at St. Paul C.M.E. rangements are incomplete.
The Sunshine Club held its ko was a recent guest of Elie- Church. Rev. J. M. Lawson, She is survived by a son.
pastor of Centenary Metho- Jesse W. Jones, Sr.
annual social at the Lloyd ka Brook, her mother.
•••
•.•
dist Church, Memphis, Tenn.,
Webb home. Some of the
Rev. and Mrs. M. E. EdViola Landfair, former red- was guest speaker.
guests were Osceola KeithCOLP
• • •
dings and their daughter,
ly, the Herbert Russells, Mrs. dent, died in Chicago. Last
By ANNA BILLNGSLEY
Dedication Day was observ- Mary, were dinner guests at
M. Duncan and the Lawson rites will be heard there.
James L. Davis, 61, died in
•
•
at Lane Tabernacle C.M.E. the Isaac Hamiltons.
Howards.
•••
The Rev. George Paul and Mattie L. McGee has re- Church recently. The Rev.
his wife later arrived from turned to Jackson State Col- C.F. Odom, pastor of Liberty Rev. P. E. Coleman was the
Dayton to join the gala if. lege. She was here visiting C.M.E. Church, was guest dinner guest oil the Cloy
speaker. Many other congre- Walkers recently.
her parents.
fair.
• • •
gations were in attendance.
•••
Sick list: Little Lolita KinAllaen Herron has returnNEWBORN
caid, daughter of Jimmy KinBy ARCHIE WOODS
ed to Tuskegee College in
DYERSBURG
caid, and Percy Kirby.
The Dolly Jones recently Alabama. He was home visitBy FOSTER HARRIS
The 1927 graduating class of returned from a visit with ing his mother, Flossie Wyatt.
Bruce High School held a ' 11111111111111111111111111111111101
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111141111111111111111111111101111111111111111111
CORINTH
class reunion at Morrison's
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON Court. Former grads attendLizzie Mae Wilkes and Vic- ing were the Marvin Harrises,
toria Bostic attended the Chattanooga; Zelda Horton
BY: MAYO TOAL FORNISS
Annual Executive Moore, Gary, Ind.; Jeanette I
Agenda
millionimmimmillioninimmonnonommmoinmomminoomoonommumonnum
Board meeting and the Mia_ Lewis Artha, St. Louis; Lois
sissippi Independent Associ-ISmith Reed, Hollenger, Tex.;
ation in Meridian. The events Nancy Austin Woods, Coving- Hi All,
Sixth Avenue Baptist Church was the setting for marwere hosted by Mrs. E. F. ton, Tenn.; and Flossie Wyatt
Young. Mrs. R. Calamese Rus- Mulherron, Arlease Tally, Ge- riage vows exchanged by Rosie Lee Bushelon and Willie
sell is the state president pre- nera Lyte Eisom, Eddie B. Andrew Hayden. The wedding party was composed of:
Duke Huffman, Zenobia Bish- Minnie Booker, Barbara and Annie Mae Bushelon, Vernon
siding
op Cannon, all of Dyersburg. Leatherwood, Valencia
.•
Skanes, Angela Hurts, Johnny Waites,
•••
Sick list: Earon Pollard EnJames Foster, Calvin Beige), Nathan Kelley, Gloria Jenkins,
Bill
Wyatt
of
Chicago
was Johneta
gram, Lena Roberson, KenRhone, James Robinson, Jr.
neth McDonald and Morris the house guest of the James
The girls wore green and gold brocaded taffeta frocks
Mulherrons
recently.
Graham.
• • •
with matching accessories. ,The Rev. John T. Porter perClarine Mason of Murine, fomed the ceremony, with Gregory Burr White at the organ
BATESVILLE
-i•Ind. and her daughter visited and Dorothy Porter soloist.
". By CLEY JOINER
her mother, Callie Sharp dugThe bride is the daughter of Mrs. Annie Mae Bushelon
Jim Fox, former resident of ing the hoidays
and is a teacher in the Jefferson County Schools.
Batesville, died in GreenThe groom is the son of Mrs. Virgie Hayden, of Los
woo,
d The last rites and burJACKSON
Angeles. California and is employed by the Veterans Adial were held in HarrisonBy C. A. AGNEW
ville.
Agnes McBamm of Buffalo, ministration.
He is survived by two N.Y., was a recent visitor in
The bride's gown was white silk peau-de-soie, with a
brothers, Simon and Leonard; the home of her uncle, Aaron sweetheart neckline and embroidered with sequins and seed
and three sisters.
Wadley.
pearls. The fitted bodice, with huge bow at the waistline
• • •
•• •
graduated into a full skirt lavishly embroidered with 3 large
Clara Black, Billie Jean,
Richard Brooks of A&I roses and a cathedral train for back interest. The reception
their husbands and children State University spent some
Building of the church with
are visiting Mary Morgan, the time with the Tom Kyles re- was held in the Educational
deputy hostesses: Ann Means, Lula Hazzard, Josie Bailey,
girls' mothers. Cleveland, a cently.
Gwendolyn Taylor, Eliza Bell, Mary Jenkins, Etta P. Mills,
brother, later joined the family.
Jackie Ewen is much bet- Ruby Jewel Bushelon, Faye Palmer, Savannah Jones and
ter and well on the road to Regina Williams, serving. Calvalene Burnett and Lottie
GOODMAN
recovery from the burns he Hayes kept the bride's book. An imposing array of useful
By
sustained several days ago.
gifts were received.
PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
*
Prof. Hardy is improving
Mrs. Linzell Nelson and her
Charming and petite Carole Gray of Washington. D. C..
three children have returned after having undergone sur- was the holiday guest of Houston Brown, who gave a gala
from their vacation in St. gery at Jackson - Madison perty in her honor at the home of his parents, the Major
Louis. The family visited County General Hospital.
Browns,
BRAWLING
. .
Mrs. Nelson's daughter, Clem* *
from the IHAA for one year as the result
entine Moore; her brother, A veiy elaborate dinner
Lucile Howard invited friends for an afternoon party
of a brawl following a tournament game ,Daniel Story; and her mother, Party was given by Dora Disgoodies and friendly
with Anderson High School in Frankfort. . Aleha Story.
mute. The guests included at her home. Delectable Christmas
Ind.
Mrs. Nelson also stooped in Zelnia White, Daily Geo.-,"Uttar occupied the guests.

ILLINOIS

SUSPENDED FOR
Andie Higgins heft), who was suspended
from Muncie. Ind. Central Basketball team
talks with rellow students Bob Gates and
Pam Walsh after all three were suspended
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1961
city for a number of years.
He is a graduate of
coin University In Pennsyla.f.
varfla and holds the Master's
degree from Chicago University. Has fraternal affiliation !
is with Kappa Alpha Psi. The couple plans to ma
their home in Kansas Cit
Mrs. Odessa Cooke Beck of Paulyn Goodrich of Jackson, Mo.
Jackson, Tenn., and Mr. Wil- Tennessee.
liam DeWitt Dunlap of Kan- Mrs.
Beck chose for her atsas City, Mo., were married tire
a street-length dress of
in a quiet double ring cere- blue
brocade and satin, commony at Second Baptist church plimented
with blue accesin Kansas City, Mo.,. on sories. She
carried a white
December 31, 1963. Attendants orchid with
white streamers,
to the couple were Mr. and covering
a white small bible.
Mrs. Percy Caruthers of KanMrs. Caruthers wore beige at,
sas City. Mo. Rev. E. E. Chaptire.
pelle officiated.
JACKSON TEACHER
The marriage, previously
A native of Franklinton, N.
planned for early spring was C.
Mrs. Beck has lived in
changed after Mrs. Beck went Jackson
for 36 years. She is
to spent the holidays as guest
the widow of the late J. T.
of Mrs. Caruthers, the former
Beck who was professor of
science at Lane College for
DECISIONS IN
thirty years. Having received
LAUNDERING
If the variety of new fabrics the B. A. degree from Lane
and laundry aids make wash- College and *advanced study
day decisions frustrating for at Columbia university, the
you, it's time to shop for a bride is a teacher of the third
1964 washer and clothes dryer. grade at Washington-Douglas
EA SUPER 16oz. BOTTLE
These modern appliances make Elementary school. She is a
SERVES
decisions for you. Many im- member of St. Paul CM E
provements are now available. church, Sigma Gamma Rho
When you shop for ap- sorority, New Idea club, the
pliances, compare features of Jackson City Federated Clubs,
deluxe models with economy and a number of other civic
models. Homemakers are dis- and social clubs.
Mr. Dunlap is a history incovering that the deluxe model
is no longer an extravagance structor at Manual Vocational
because it is more flexii,le and High School in Kansas City.
meets the, various needs of Mo., having taught in that
present-day laundering.

Teacher's Widow Wed
To Kansas City Man

UP1EIr
opeux.Nrirvo

SALE SALE SALE

Know Your Rights

50 Gals.
of GAS

SALE rn

LOOK! :A

LOOK!

It is illegal in Illinois for
ployee to inquire into the
race, religion, or religious affiliation of a teacher or teacher applicant.

mix

FREE

50 Gals
of GAS

With Purchase of Cars Listed Below

NEED
CASH!

f
.

1962 FORD GAL. 2 Dr. H.T.
R.H., AT., W.S.W., P.S., AIR. EX. CLEAN

1495

5150.00 DOWN WITH
GOOD CREDIT

1960 01 DS.Superf18-2 Or. H.T.
R H., A.T.,W.S.W.,P.S.B.

1645
1795

NO MONEY DOWN
WITH GOOD CREDIT

—Quick Loans—

1961 CHEY, IMP. 2 Dr., HT., R.N., AT., P.S.

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
The fourth annual International Cotillion of the National
Council of Negro Women, sponsored in support of The
Mary McLeod Bethune Education Fund, which was held at
The Americana hotel in New York City. Jan. 2, has been
acclaimed one of the mast successful social events of the
season. The Cotillion presented 42 young ladies from four
continents. In top photo are debutantes and their escorts.
They are left, right. James Williams, St. Albans. N. Y.;
LaSandre Robinson. Monroe, La.; Pamela Mitchell, India;
USAF First Lt. Moss H. Kendrix, Jr., Washington. D. C.;
Doris Landrum. St. Louis. Mo.; Brigitte Bollecker, France;
and Aso Yarney, Ghana. In next grouping, Alvin Wilks,
right. Introduces Miss Dorothy Height, second from right.
NCNIV president, and her party to youth at post-Cotillion
breakfast-dance. From left are Moss H. Kendrix, Washington, D. C.; Miss Virita Lewis. New York City: Mrs. Daisy

Lampkin, Pittsburgh, Pa.; who is chairman of NCNW's
Bethune Educational Fund, Miss Height and Mr. Wilks,
who handled the Cotillion choreography with Mrs. Ada
Fisher Jones, seen at lower right. Mrs. Lampkin, in box,
introduces Arthur A. J. W'eglein, center, president of Daggett a. Ramsdell, Inc., a co-sponsor of the Cotillion from its
inception, and Kendrix, a Cotillion vice chairman. Wegleln
had two daughters in the Cotillion and his son-in-law,
George Valyo. wrote the music and lyrics for the debutante
song, "Tonight's The Night," which was performed by
Broadway singing star, Jimmy Randolph. Miss Martha G.
Palmer, lower left, cotillion executive director and Mrs.
Ada Fisher Jones, right, flank, Dr. Jeanne L. Noble, New
York City, Miss Height, Miss Wilhelmina F. Adams, New
York City, and Kendrix, during Cotillion reception.

Cooking Frozen
Roasts
Frozen roasts should be
cocking in the same manner
as roasts that are not frozen:
300 degrees to 325 degrees F.
for fresh beef, veal, lamb or
cured pork; and 325 degrees to
350 degrees F, for fresh pork.
However, frozen roasts require approximately 1-3 to /
1
2
again as long for cooking as
thawed roasts.

Them Is a r•ason why peopl•
Ilk, to do busin•ss with as. You,
too, will lik• our courteous treatment and desire to hide you. .
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights. Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00

OVINE
111,11

f3fXIE FINANCE CO.

Home Owned -

NOM*

Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

RAMBLER

''W• ilk• to say y•s to your
loan requimt"
Esornin•d and Sup•rvis•d by
Stot• D•partment of
insuranc• and Bonking•

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

30 MONTHS
TO PAY

2IS-V2516 Poplar
1/1

Gr, S,5520:

Mief•South's Largest Used Car Mart

•

BALE SALE SALE SSLE SALE SALE

E

444461 1
_
FUR-TRIMMED

COATS
3999
orig. 49.98 - S4.98 - 59.98

MARCH WEDDING PLANNED
Mr. and Mrs, Dennis Hall of Mason. Tenn.. announce the
engagement of their daughter, Miss Hall, to Lieut. Cecil B.
Patterson. Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil B. Patterson, Sr.,
of Newport News. Va. Miss Hall is a senior at Hampton
Institute at Hampton. Va., of which the prospective groom
Is a graduate and member of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
A March wedding is planned.

Sengstacke To
Receive Armed
The board of directors of
Altgeld Garden Nursery School
will award its Frank L. Williams Service Award to John
H. Sengstacke, editor and
publisher of the Chicago Daily
Defender, during its 16th annual dinner meeting tonight,
Tuesday, at 6:30 p.m., in the
Parkway Ballroom.
Sengstacke was one of the
early presidents of the organization and this is their
way of saying thanks to persons who have made; outstanding contributions to the work
of the Nursery school.

•-e r e-d

3

a
"
)

Ri'DGET SHOP, third floor
'ANDRES

•$S S. MAIN

• 524-41111

You'll Love These
NORTHERN CROWN

le;

RED
'RIVER
,VALLEY
POTATOES

Carnation is the healthy family milk with extra Vitamin D

RED RIVER VALLEY

POTATOES
BAKED
BOILED
FRIED!

•leva.0
‘4
1.

1'.. Cow Illappead
Ow A Brand Pram

Delicious Natural Flavor.."MAKES THE MEAL'

Extra Vitamin D for sound teeth, sturdy bones
and steady growth.
Extra Vitamin D to give your babies a healthy
start, and to help your
children grow straight and strong and sturdy. Extra
Vitamin D to add
good health to your cocoa and cereals, custards,
puddings and pies.
Carnation is the hea)thy family milk-with twice
the Vitamin D of
ordinary milk, in every golden drop!
Even when you mix it with an equal amount of
water, Carnation is Aft
richer than sweet, whole milk.• Yet it costs far !ma
than ordinary milk. W
No wonder Carnation is the world's favorite
evaporated milk, by far.
Your family deserves the best. Your family deserves
•1/5 Owl of 48m:ft.. Woodbeepb SI Compeetbm a/ Fonds

arnatton

Co....thed Come

DKEEN DKR

961
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5LJO6."WICK THK. WILL
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A,WTE....TNAT44

HAD AISOUT A PouR-,
HOuft LEAD ON U.SI:

t'LL CLOSE 'MAT
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THAT SHP
LANDS SOMEWHIEE'

ETTA PREPARED \

SOMETHING IN
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I DO
GRAVY
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LIPS WAY
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!
CAVA

1.CCMI

SWIM RIVERS FULL-OF
FLOATING ICE, CLIMB SNOWCAPPED MOUNTAINS TO
TOUCH MY
HAND-

01-i,! KORGOTHE PHONED HE
CANT SEE‘YOU
MI TONIGHT . r..-1
-

HE WASHED HIS CAR
AND DOESN'T WANT
TO TAKE 'TOUT IN
THE. RAIN
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POPEYL

THE CISCO KID
ILL FETCH CHUCK NE CAN'T
BE PLAYIN' NUR-SP-MAO TO
HIS 'POTHER WHEN
THERE'S A G16 JOE
ON HAND,

POPEYE Dos-wT HAVE
ONE CHANCE IN A
MILLION OF BEATING
WILLIAM:

BLASTED POOL! I SHOULC4A
GOTTEN Rip OP BOTH
OP THEM!

"

TAKE THE NEW MEN OUT
TO FINGER ROCK AN LIE
LOW! or 7060 Tt,

BUDDY TALPcS WHEN HE GETS
DELIRIOUS! HES LIABLE TO
SMLL THE PLANS POR ouR
so Jos!

117.

60T TO PREVENT THAT, EVEN IF
IT AAEANS DOING IN THE DOGOR ANYBODY ELSE THAT'S
THERE

I'vE -TOLD EVERYONE
THAT IF vou LOSE I'LL
MARRY WILLIAM'

YOu HAVE lb
FiGNT WILLIAM
AND YOU HAVE
10 WIN!!

couLow-r YOU
MANAGE TO FIGHT'
HIM TO A DRAW?

'IOU AND WIMPY HAS
BET ALL'MR MoN)ES
Te-IAT ID LOSE...
DOES yA WANT TO

Lose wiz MONIES?
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..Abe Scharff Branch
Observes YMCA Week
The Abe Scharff YMCA ample, games requiring a high
says National YMCA Weelddegree of team-play such as
- Jan. 19-26 is a good time to basketball and volleyball are
get acquainted with the pro- chosen in preference to games
gram being offered.
built around individual play,
•
For 120 years the YMCA because team-play develops
has faithfully carried out its cooperation; it emphasizes sucservice for Christ among youth cess for the group rather than
.:. and adults. But the Y's contri- the individual,
bution is more than a prayer
•.. or a meditation. Its Christian
commitment is dominant in
.; every phase of its program.
•
The Young Men's Christian
••• Association has brought people
• together to help each other
develop Christian Character
and build Christian communities.
.
Is a fellowship — not an
"Agency"—each YMCA is an
....association of members. It's
a cooperative venture—nOt a
NASHVILLE — Approxi- "Facility"—"Y" activities are mately 300 teachers from
cooperative ventures through throughout the state are exwhich individuals develop, pected to be addressed by Dr.
and Christian communities Arenia Mallory of the U.S.
. are built.
Department of Labor when
The YMCA sponsors Gra-Y the Tennessee Education ConClubs, in the Elementary gress Delegate Assembly Con-. Schools and community, and on the campus of Tennessee
..,.Hi-Y Clubs in the High State A&I university SaturSchools and community.
day, Feb. 1, at 9 a.m.
,
The YMCA program -is a
The agenda of the one-day
series of widely varied activi- session, according to
G. , W.
ties which seemingly have no Brooks, TEC
executive secrerelation to each other, but tary, calls for adopting
the
, when put together they pro- budget, electing
officers, hearvide the means through which ing reports,
and electing dela youth may develop those egates
to represent TEC at
qualities of Christian Charac- various national
meetings durter which are essential to ing the year.
Also the assembuilding Christian Personali- bly is expected
to approve
ty and a Christian Society.
the year's program which has
Participation in YMCA ac- been planned
and dedicated
tivities is encouraged primar- to the late
President John F.
ily because of what they will Kennedy
.
contribute to the building of
Dr. Mallory, founder-presiChristian Character. For ex- dent of Saint's
Industrial Jun— ior college at Lexington, Miss., 1
is on loan to the Federal Government for special work in
job re-training education. TEC'
delegates will have the opportunity to consult with her
throughout the day.
;The Owen College Alumni
T. B. Kennedy of Chatta*Association will meet on Fri- nooga, TEC president
, will
day, Jan. 24, at 7:30 p.m. in preside over the
Delegate
—jRoom 23 of the Owen College Assembly. The executiv
e com•administration building.
mittee will go into session at
All members are urged to be 7 p.m. Friday, Jan. 31,
and
...present and on time to discuss will meet again Saturday
*the annual Founders' Day pro- night. J. C. Hull of
Nashville, ,
...gram to be given on March committee chairman, will
pre23.

TEC To Hear
Labor Pet
Executive

Gwen Alumni To
Plan Founders'
Day Friday
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Tougaloo Students '$15 Million
the history of any sport show.
Sports Show
In addition, the marine section, filled wall exhibits of
Hear About Jobs
Opens In Chicago, Feb. 21 keyed
the latest boatik and motors
tb 4 outdoorsmen and
A breath of spring breaks the world, the ten-day
With Government
Chi- fishermen, as well as the
through the winter bleakness cago show takes

on even camping equi.,:ment, and
Representatives from several
with announcement by Pro- greater proportions
this year, popular pick-up campers t
government agencies were on
ducer
Thomas E. Durant that according to Durant.
fit on piRkup trucks, all will
the campus of Tougaloo college in Tougaloo, Miss., to dates of Friday, Feb. 21, ."Our famous 'Tackle Row' have additional apace this
year."
alert members of the college through Sunday, March
1, set amid the public casting
community and the general have been set for the annual
p t blic to the opportunities $15,000,000 Chicago Sports- ponds and huge pool for live
trout fishing," Durant said,
now open for able young peo- men's and Vacation Show
at "has been expanded to acple in government.
International Amphitheatre.
comodate many new tackle
The program was sponsored Already the largest outdoors exhibitor
s.
,
by the Tougaloo College Stu- sports and recreation exposi"The vacation and travel
dent Government, and repre- tion presented anywhere
in ection will be the largest in
sentatives came from the Internal Revenue Service, Social
Security Administration, Department of Agriculture, Veterans Administration hospital
Woodworth hall before a capsin Jackson, Miss, and the
.,e
George C. Marshall Space
tug__
Flight Center in Huntsville,
Ala., along with a man from
IT'o telt For
the Atlanta region of the U.S.
Civil Service Commission.
The program was given in
CALL US BEFOR,E YOU
city audience.
ARE EMBARRASSED
Intereste
persons
d
are
urgTREASURED MOMENTOS
ed to take the Federal Service
Mrs. Canary McKay. of ".212 S. Yale, proudly exhibits
Entrance Examination that
letters she received from the parents of the late President
can be applied for by writing
CALL
John F. Kennedy and President Lyndon B. Johnson. The .to the Atlanta Regional Of"Memphis only authorized Triumph Dealer"—
Chicagoan had written to the Kennedys to express her fice, U.S. Civil Service Comsympathy on the assassination of Mr. Kennedy. She also mission, Atlanta Merchandise
Open 'til 9 P.M. —
wrote to Johnson to wish him well in the job which was Mart, 240 Peachtree Street, N.
W. Atlanta Georgia (30303).
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Parts
and
thrust upon him last November. "I shall always treasure
Service on All Imports.
Examination Announcement
these two documents," Mrs. McKay told the DEFENDER. No. 311 is available
in all post
283 UNION
—(Photo by Dave Morgan
525-0952 or 527-9321
offices.
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. SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE 7P

LOOK!
50 Gals.
of GAS

air

LOOK!
50 Gals.
of GAS

BE

With Purchase of Cars Listed Belo,.
Ft
1959 GREY. IMP. 2 Dr., NJ., RH., AT., Big Engine

1195

tr
vi

S100 DOWN,
24 NOTES

1961 Starliner FORD 2 Dr., H.T.
St raightstick, R.N.. W.S.W.

1545
895
MITEor
1
y. "pi
it,goIs 1
S150 DOWN,
30 MONTHS

1958 FORD Skyliner, R.H., AT.,

P.S.

S75.00 DOWN,
18 MONTHS
TO PAY

Ft

,r.„,. RAMBLER,
, til
211-2516 l'npIa,.•
ct: s.s.,...0
- Mi•drSouth's Largest Used Car Mort
tr:
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE

--.,

IS COMING TO
MEMPHIS

•

OPEN HOUSE
185 Horse Shoe Cove
5117 Sonetta

FRI.-SAT.•SUN.
10:A.M. 'Til Dark

c7,.LD0
-

LAKEVIEW
GARDEN
These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dii-TrAg
Room -Kitchen and Den.
F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND
398-7956

PEACE REALTY.
4787 Hornlake Rd.
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LIEFEN DER

N.L.Sets Record Number
Of Night Games For'64

Olympics BodyShould
'ResentSouth Africa's
'Insulting Demands'

CINCINNATI — The National gut- clubs, all of whom swing
League announced its officialintu action on April 14, one
1164 schedule and the biggest day after the Colts-Reds openfeatures were later starting er,On April
14, New lode will
and closing dates from last
be at Philadelphia; St. Louis
year,
This year's opener at Cin- will be at Loa Angeles and MilPRETORIA, South Africa
einnan between the Houston waukee will be at San FrancisMare said after a discussion
Colts and the Reds Is schedul- co all night games, and the Chi— Matt Mare, president with Interior Minister Jan De
ed for April 13 in compirison cago Cubs will be at Pitts,of the South African Amateur Klerk that the governmen
would not object provided the
with last year's April 8 open- burgh fer a day game.
Athletic Aisociallon, said today Negroes travel separately and
ing, And the schedule will be Then on April 16, in a seconopener, Milwaukee le at
he hite been Officially assured complete separately from
closed on Oct. 4 instead of Oct, dary
Houaton for a night game,
the goverAmetit Is prepared to White Athletes.
1,
allow Negro athletes to repre- He said the points scored by
A record total of 434 night while on April 17. Pittsburgh is
sent South Africa in the 1964 the two teams could be added
New York and Philadelphia
mimes, 18 more than last year, at Chicago.
Olympic Games — on ce'rtaln together for South Afrita's fiare on tap for the National Les- atHouston
condlUons. .
has scheduled the
nal tally.
most night games, 17, an inMare also said he was told
crease
over
the 60 they played
there was no objection to
last year. The world chaMplein
black and white athlete.; coin Dodgers
are slated to play 50
peting under the same flag.
night games, the Phillies, 56,
It was assumed this was,
tilt Reds, 63, the Cardinals, 31,
South Africa's answer to warnthe Pirates 44 the Braves, ea,
ings from the International
Mrs. Charles P. Roland, a the
Olympic Committee (IOC) that
Mete, 20, and the Giats, 26,
• Registration
member
of
for
second unless the Republic abolishes
the LeMoyne fac- The Meta have
scheduled 10
ulty,
semester classes at LeMoyne Its
and
Miss
Deloria Dowcolor bar
sport, South
MOVES IN--WORK CUT OUT-- THIS REPLACEMENT
ney, a junior at the college, are doubleheaders, more than any
College has been scheduled for Africa would beInexcluded from
other
club
in
the
league, with
--,Jan. 30-31 and Feb. 1, accordWhen Loyola faced Memphis State last night, iniurrd Vic
that replacing Rouse is the most challenging chure, I,e has back from Chivago where they the Cubs and Rads
Tokyo Olympics.
ing to Registrar Margaret Mc- theAt Lausanne, Switzerland, Rouse, left was back in Chicago "catching the genie" by
ever been imagined. Local fans will get their chance to ace attended the three-day regional for eight apiece. Thescheduled
Phillles
Williams.
Perez In action at Stadium Saturday night when the Ramb- meeting of she Student-NEA and Pirates will
earlier this month IOC chair- radio and in his place was Frank Perez, 6 ft, S In, mph°.
play seven
Seniors and freshmen will man Otto Mayer
and Nationtil Commission for
lers face Wichita.
said South more from New York City. Perez admitted before the game
each;
the
Braves
and Cardinals
register Thursday, Jan. 30, the Africa had rejected an IOCA
Teacher Education and Profive apiece; the Dodgers and
fessional Standards.
seniors from 8:30 a.m. to 12 demand that it abolish its
Giants
four
each,
and the Colta
noon, and freshmen from 1 p.m. apartheid policy In sport.
The meeting was held at the
two,
to 4 p.m.
Conrad-Hilton.
Mayer said a decision on
A portion of the students' The All-Star Game will be
Sophomores and juniors are
meeting was confined to case played Tuesday, July T, In
scheduled to register Friday, what action should be taken
Jan. 31, the sophomores in the would be made at the next comstudies. Miss Downey presented Shea Stadium, the new home of
a case study from LeMoyne's the Mete in Flushirug Meadow,
morning, 8:30 to noon, and mittee meeting on Jan, 27. Unjuniors in the afternoon, 1 to 4. less South Africa came up
Student-NEA chapter, "Membership Drive and Other Activi- Long Island,
Unclassified students, transfers.
proposal satisfactory to
ties."
in-service teachers and proba- With a
Experts, scribes an fens will 41eorge Halms led his Chicago m e in bered that the San The National Commission
tion students are slated to reg- the IOC it was expected the
tell you there isn't a lot in com- rears to victory over the New Diego Chargers whipped the for Teacher Education and ;25.00 DOWN
ister Saturday, Feb. 1, from republic would be voted out of
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
the Olympics.
mon involved in professional York Giants that represented Boston Patriots for the AFL Professional Standards has
Easern Division for the championship and did so con- charge of the Student-NEA and
football, so far as the toppers, She
NFL championship, Then the vincingly, just as the Wester- Future Teacher of America.
NFL and AFL are concerned same Hales defeated the East- ners had done in the rival NFL TEPS will not have a naand Messrs. George Hales and ern division In the pro-playoff loop,
tional meeting this year but
others of the National Football of all stars. This became am- Then when the AFL All-Star the Student-NSA national
League will delete what credit ple proof that the Western Di- game was played last Sunday meeting will convene at the
91
IN CALIFORNIA
is given to the idea until it IS vision was stronger ilian the the Western Division again University of British Columbia
South Lauderdale St.
and the NSA National ConAirman Lillie M. Featherstone, weaker than beer inixe.d with West in the National Footbaniproved to be he better.
League, The West included the After spotting the Rest a big ference at Seattle. Wash.
4164 C
BAY, Ark. — Mrs. Margie regular, through crossing a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- water.
:
pH
. ,V.R.11 ,s895
ont Featherstone of 2122 Farm- The National Football Lea- the Rams and 49ers, the two lead the Western team, sparkMoon, 55, mother of Los half-mile away.
teams
Coast
West
nothing
wants
The
to
only
not
ed
east
by
gue
was
members
of
the
ChargKnow
Your
Rights
er,
and
Relatives
a member of the Womsaid Mrs. Moon
Angeles Dodgers' outfielder
1111 FORD
do with the junior pros but re- led by New York Giants, Cleve- ers, roared back to snow easthad just left her Bay home
Wally Moon, was killed when en route to Jonesboro to re- en in the Air Force (WAF) fuse to re cognize them as land Browns, Pittsburg. Phila- ern rivals under with series of An Illinois law requires 4 Dr., 6 Oyl. Over
hospitals to give emergency
has been sent to Travis AFH.1
grownup operators. However, delphia, Washington and the successful passes, long runs medical treatment or first aid Drive, Like New, . J7
her car was struck by a Frisco new her driver's license.
Calif., for training and duty as
and field goals. The final score to any person who has been 1158 FORD
passenger train on a grade- Survivors include her hus- an administrative specialist despite what is said to the con- St. Louis Cardinals,
trary, one thing standouts In the American Football was 27-24 but the superiority of Injured or in an accident 2 Or., V-8, Autom.530
band, H. A. (Burt) Moon, her
crossing.
5
after
completing
basic
training
equally with the two organiza- League the situation sums up the West, especially near the which could result in death
Members of Mrs. Moon's ballplayer son Wally, another
Excellent COnd...
family said they believed she son, Wayne Moon of Bay, and at Lackland .AFB, Tex. She Is a tions, That is that the Western about the same—that the West- end, was even more decisive. or severe injury.
1166 PONT.
ern Division is the stronger.
drove on the crossing by a daughter, Mrs. Loretta For- 1962 graduate of Melrose High east in both leagues.
school.
2 Or, 14.T„ R.N.
mistake while looking for a rester of Hopke, Ark.
This was proved first when this respect it will be reSharp

•LeMoyne'Announces

Tusher, Student

Registration For
Spring Semester

Return From NEA
Meet hi Chicago

What NFL-AFL Have In Comm
West Division Is Much Better

4

T. BALLARD
AUTO SALES

Mother Of Dodger Star
Killed In Auto Mishap

$co5

K°ufax Wins Another Award
Baseball
Millions
Spend
Cities
On
•

ROCHESTER, N. Y. —(UK eived outright the $19,000 dia—Sandy Koufax, the Los An- mond-studded gold-buckled belt
Here's a story Charles O. The continuing appeal of in St. Louis, Pittsburgh and
that goee to the winner.
Finley of the Kansas City A's baseball and the game's grip Philadelphia and you arrive geles Dodgers' brilliant record- Runnerup to Koufax was the
might read as he insists on on the American public is at a total of 10 new stadia breaking southpaw, became the New York Giants' great quartransferring his team to Louis- vividly emphasized when one which have been, or will be, landslide winner of the 14th an- terback Y. A. Tittle, who gainville.
ponders the magnificent new built for the edification of the nual S. Rae Hicko-k "porfes- ed nine first-place ballots and
stadia which have been built grand old game — "America's
sional athlete of the year" 158 points. Another National
in recent years and to others National Pastime."
Football League performer,
The presence of a major- award by an unprresendented Jimmy Brown of the Cleveland
on the horizon.
In the past few years new league baseball team adds im- margin.
Browns was the only other athstadiums have been built in measurably to a community's The 28-year-old Koufax the
Milwaukee, San Francisco, economic well being and it is secohd Dodger to win the award lete to receive more than one
Minnesota and Washington by one of the principal reasons, in the past two years, thus re- vote for the top spot.

'NO'. This is
Not a Gimmick
'50" DOWN,
Ride in

public funds and they were along with the prestige aspect,
built for BASEBALL. Addi- why so many cities are not
tionally, there is the glittering only willing but eager to dissameamsesew•mumus•meam
a
Dodger Stadium in the heart build a stadium for a ball club. •
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
Pt-ION!
a
of Los Angeles built by Wal- According to the San Fran323.
ter O'Malley with his own cisco Chamber of Commerce

1
Hour
2348
LAMA
PHONI
257.1

••i CAR WASH $

,2471

•
•

capital.
— for example — the almost
The new Flushing Meadows unbelievable sum of $326,860,8 A.M.-6 P.M.
is
Stadium, built on the site of 000 was "turned over" in the
•
Sot. or Sun. $1.25
the World's Fair for the New Bay area in 1961 because of
Monday
a
S
AM,
SM.
to
Open
6
P.M.
York Meta, and the incredible, the presence of the San
thru
•
Sun, Open 1
to 2 P.M.
Imaginative domed stadium in Francisco Giants.
•
Friday
which the Houston Colt .45s The Minnenota Chamber of
•
will play, add weight to the Commerce determined that
evidence of baseball's mag- out-of-towners who came in
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
netism and its importance to to see the Twins play, spent •
2 On, R.H., Hydra. 5795 a community.
almost 815,000,000 in one sea- Homemummiamminsamm•••••ase
Matt .........
Add other proposed parks son.

I.

•
•
•
•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•

1957 Pontiac
1958 Buick

$70c

RM., 1;y/to-Plow...

1955 Olds.
R.H., Hydro.Motls..

Buick'
1955
2
R.H.,
Dynaflow..

1955 Pontiac
HydraMatte

scot
•

j

5395
$395

1958 Olds.
H 7d
tic
$595
,
1956.1, Buick
Dr., KT.,
4595
is ma

Spat

111956 Dodge
1956 Buick
Cant., 4 Dr. HIT.,
Dynallew..r,,...

$495

5595
$495

1957 FORD, F. L.(500) 4 Or. Sedan,
R.H., Automatic
1960 FORD, CITY Squire, 9 Pass. R .N .,
P.S., Automatic
1959 FORD. Oalarie (500) 2 Dr. HI.,
R.N., Automatic, W.W.T.

1949 HUDSON, 4 Dr., One Owner,
18,000 Miles, R.H.
1959 FORD, Genie, 4 Dr.,
Sedan. R.N.

1957 Ford
1960 FALOON, 4 Or,,

e Dr., Y-8,

BLUFF CITY
2348 BUICK 2348
LAMAR

•
,r

LAMAR

SOUTH

4323-287 I !Mt'321-21171

298

S.D

$695

$

1O95

from

,0

MILES or 5-YEAR WARRANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

DON'T NUTTINI BEAT
$ 1095

$595
$395
$795
$895

1961 T. BIRD, Com, All Power.
See To Appreciate

$1995

1952 PONT., 2 Dr., WT., R.H.,
4 In The Floor

$2595

1959 OLDSMOBILE 18, Full Power,
2 Or., NT,

$

l395

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8811
OPIN MITES

NEW
DODGES

IN STOCK to choose

FROM

1959 RAMBLER Wagon, R.N., Autom

1956 Dodge
reii ,
n"R.HPull'"Hen

Ammil
USED CARS
HULL DOBBS

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE

DART
2-Dr. Sedan

$
WITH

DINE AT

The Orbit

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH
1170 Balms . I

DODGE”
Open Evenings
. fl 5-8141

i

You Will enjoy the friendly atmespher• and fait IlitViCilt
Th. Orbit splocializtto In plain end Fancy foods.
Beef Hash, Home Mad. Chill, and Stow in a bowl
ONLY 38e. Foot ling Not Olga, Plato Lunettes,
Barbecue, Steaks, Chicken and Fish.

YOU MUST SEE THIS ONE

1158 F.L. 500
20r., H.T.
Solid Black
III GAL
Cone., R.N., Ready$695
Fully Equipped ..
1956 OLDS.
2 Or. H.T.
Fully Equipped .

$$$

Gar the Orbit shill told or hot to morv• at home at
portt•s. We also carry borbecu• sauce te go.

Call en or Call Us Today,

The The ORBIT Restaurant
922 East Mclemare
Mrs

alfrad Gunn. Mrs. Gal/

842-9151

$495

TurSsr, Own•r.

962 UNION AVENUE
1956 OLDS. 88 Holiday 0oupo Autom,
P.B.S., R.H., Autom. Trans.

$595

1962 OLDS. 98 R Or. Sedan, Astern,
PR., Fact. Air Cond.

•...1 $2695

1963 OLDS. 98 Holiday, Fully Equipped

$3695

1960 OLDS. 98 Holiday Sedan,
Fully Equipped. Beautiful int.

$1695

1954 OLDS, 98, Holiday Sedan,
P.S.B. Rod & White

$395

•

1983 OLDS, Wagon, Warn., R.H., P.S.B.
Factory Air Condition

$3595

1960 OLDS. 88 4 Dr., Sedan, Autom,
R.H., P.S.B.

$1495

1959 PONT. 4 Or., N.Y., R.11„ Autom

$995

1957 FORD F.L. ()snipe, Were. R.H

$595

1959 BUICK, 4 Dr., N.Y., Autem. R.H., P.S.

$1195

1910 CHEV. IMP., 40r., R.H.,
P.S.B., Worn

$1495

1963 OLDS. 88 Holiday Sedan,
Autom, P.S.I., Air Con.

$2995

++ LOOK ++ LOOK ++ LOOK
1160 CADILLAO 4 Dr. N.Y., R.H.
• Automatic, Air Condition

Posh-Button Deafer, Elestrle WIpErs, Dirertional
Signals, Tnr,i,,nniro Rldb, Alternator, Antl-Frerse,

$495

DAILY

•

$2495

1111 OLDS. 98 4 Dr. Sedan, Atom
R.H., P.S. & Air Gond

1895

1159 OLDS. H Holiday Coupe
Autem. P.S.B. Sharp

1195

RUSSELL „Y
K EEVES
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JDIS WICOIIi14111:11
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Offer 'Free Choice' Policy To
, End Jim Crow In N. Y. Schools

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1164

930 Protest
Demonstrations
Staged In 1963

During 1963 an estimated
930 individual public protest
demOnstrations took place in
.7: NEW YORK—(UPI)—On Feb. 1 students in the (for integration demonstra- Cuba in the Bay of Pigs Mita- at least 115 cities in /1 of the
Southern
states, according to
nation's largest school system will be given one of the tions), proposes a grad.ual, alms.
A ,'
a report issued this week by
`'re
approach
three-year
to
school
choices"
"free
biggest
in their educational lives.
For his statement that "we the Southern Regional Coun•
With parental approval, they will be able to trans- integration,
are running a board of educa- cil, Inc., with headquarters in
"There's
no
reason
why
the
fer from any racially imbalanced school to any other
Atlanta.
'junior high schools couldn't tion, riot a board of integration
More than 2003 of the perNew York public school where
be integrated by next Septem- or a board of transportatiqn."
accommodations are available, three are- assigned to one ber. The following year they he was soundly rapped in the sons, Negro. and white, who
participated in demonstrations
sari a first - come - first - serv- school and all pupils in grades could integrate the elementary press.
four through six assigned to schools and finally they could "They (the civil rights were arrested.
ed basis.
Ten persons died under cirthe other.
finish up the whole school movement leaders) shifted
The object: A drastic move Since its inception
their guns from Dr. Gross to me cumstances directly related to
15 years system."
against segregation in a school ago in Princeton, N.J., this Not all the Negroes' criti- when I said this," he declared.'racial protests while 35 known
bombings occurred. .
system where, since 1957-'58, plan has been used with mod- cism has been aimed at Super"Yet I have yet to hear any- On the
positive side some
the number of elementary ifications in some northern intendent Gross. In the head- one say
this statement it in- progress toward
schools which are 90 per cent communities — in Michigan, lines, too, has been the name
integration
accurate. Integral parts of the was made
in 186 localities in
CIC DINNER GUESTS
or more Negro or Puerto Rican Pennsylvania and New York
of James B. Donovan, now educational process are teath- 11 Southern
states.
64
to
34
from
arid
jumped
has
The sisters of Holy Angela Catholic Church,
state—and may be introduced president of the Board of ers, curricula, textbooks, classto right, are Sister Hortensia, Sister Lorena
In an estimated 102 of the 615 E. Oakwood
where three out of four of all in some New York City
Blvd.,look over Catholic In crit- Education and the man whose room building, transportations,
and Sister Heisendis, The John F. Kennedy
cities, towns and counties
the elementary and junior high ical fringe area by Sept. 1964, prisoner exchange palled
terrcatal Council's third annual dinner pro-,
out free lunch programs and many biracial
Dinner was highlighted by a keynote adcommittees with varysthool pupils in Manhattan are Gross says.
U-2 Pilot Francis Gary Powers other factors in addition to
gram with Father James Manahan (left)
dress by the honoree. Or,. Eugene Carson
ing degreees of official sanceither Negro or Puerto Rican. Galamison, thrice arrested and the prisoners captured
by integration,"
and Father Cyriac (center). The sisters left
Blake. (Photo by Barbara Carey).
tion are currently working toThis voluntary "free-choice
ward achievement of further
transfer policy'' takes the
integration.
place of the current "open enrollment" plan where only the
school officials can name the
receiving school. It already has
come in for sharp criticism.
Any realistic new plan would
have to include provisions for
the compulsory transfer of
white students to schools
"American Negroes do not intend to accept second- million Americans, the pattern
which are now predominantly
The men of LeMoyne's class citizenship, second-class educational
Negro, say the school system's LUSAKA, Northern Rhodesia closed a series of defections
opportuni- of relations between Negroes
voice
white
protecting
interalumni
will
be
featured in a ties, second-class housing,
chief critic, the Rev. Milton
or second-class treatment in and whites is going to change.
from the ANC to UNIP left ests.
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Arthur Galamison.
He declared that if the rim most a certainty, but the ulti- Nkumbida's party in no state Premier designate Kaunda during annual LeMoyne Alumni public accommodations," said Dr. Eugene Carson Blake,
' The leader of the citywide
for a fight ,and worsened the also has guaranteed to pro- Day on
stated clerk of the United Presbyterian Church in the Hon denies the Negro his rightFeb.
9.
The
affair
mate
are
will
results
fearful
and
committee for integration has
ful demands then he sees no
animosity between the rival tect white interests. He per- be
held in the Commons on the U. S. A.
threatened a Negro boycott of unknown in this week's North- nationalist camps.
more hope for this nation than
sonally guaranteed the copper college campus, according to the The churchman, who receivhe does for South Africa or
schools on Feb. 3 unless a ern Rhodesian election.
Stalling for time, Nkumbula mining giants, Rhodesian Se- general chairman, Miss Eunice ed the John F. Kennedy award
specific "timetable" for inte- The election (Jan. 20-21) is vainly appealed
of the main stream of U. S. anyplace else where nonto the terri- lection Trust and Anglo-Ameri- Carruthers.
during the Catholic Inter-ragration is worked out soon. designed to pave the way for
tory's Governor Sir Evelyn can, that the mines, which pro- The program will be held in cial Council's third annual life because of their color, the equality seems to the solution.
, The possibility that white independence from the British, Hone to postpone polling day. vide two-thirds of Northern he evening from 5 to 7.
Commenting on Negro leadawards dinner said the issues form of their features, or the
students may be compulsorily but it could start months of He- also dispatched cable to Rhodesia's natinal income, will Squa* Campbell and his faced by the
texture of their hair. The na- ership he noted that "the
U.S.
at
the
be"bussed" to Negro schools is violence. The Africans are Loncton calling on the British not be nationalized.
Mad Lads will provide the ginning of 1965 are "essential- tional crisis is a simple one." leadership of the civil rights
being used as a "red flag," agreed on independence, but government to sack the gover- He has also campaigned ac- musical background.
ly moral and spiritual, national
Dr. Blake assured the group movement to right the wrongs
Galamison says. "It's being otherwise deeply split and pas. nor.
tively for whites to join his par- Prominent among LeMoyne in scope, centering equally
in that with determination on of the Negro people is Chriswaved in front of the people' sions are running high.
But as election day approach- ty.
the
men scheduled to appear on
great cities of the north the part of a minority of 20 tian leadership."
in order to incite and in order The election result is virtual- ed neither ebullient, bard' Meantime Nkumbula, his par- the program are: Edgas Young, and in the old confederacy."
to-prevent progress in racial ly a foregone conclusion, but drinking Nkumbula or teetotal- ty driven by internal dissent Lonnie Briscoe, William Cross,
tele-lectures,'
Addressing some 2,000 guests
Ihtegration."
I the campaign has been one of lag, non-smoking Kaunda ap- and already looking like a Kenneth Cole, Thurmond SnyGreat Issues in Contemporat the CIC luncheon in the
To Galamiron, and other the rail" lethal ia, the' history of peared able to control their spent political force, threatens der, James Cowan, Woodrow
Grand Ballroom of the Conary Society is the course to be
civil rights leaders, the "i..l tkis copper•rich British Pro- battling
this to put 'a master plan" into op- Miller, Isson Jackson, Horatio
followers
in
rad Hilton Hotel, Dr. Blake
offered over the telephone netchoice" plan by itself offers nolteet°rate•
sprawling, 287,640 square mile eration to thwart UNIP.
Madison, Joseph Turner, said, "The Negro community's
work and 15 guest, lecturers
solution because many of the At least 13 persons, including territory.
He has refused to divulge George Clark Jr., James Byas, position
is
clear
as
months
go
"white" schools are already two small children, lost their In some of the battles tri- what form his "master plan"
will be heard. The course offers
Elmer
Noted
Kelly,
HenderWillie
lecturers,
including
on
without
sufficient
change
filled. Rather, they feel, itIlives in pre-election battles that besmen armed with primitive would take but in the langua- son, Fred Garner, Charles
in the segregated racial pat- Ralph Bunche, Max Lerner, three hours of college credit
shifts the responsibility jar threaten to continue long after weapons have razed whole vil- age of African nationalism Patterson,
J. C. Peacock, Rod- tern of life in the U. S., it Ralph McGill and Margaret and is scheduled for three
carrying out an "effective the African, white and Asian 'ages.
"master plans usually means erick Diggs, Mose Walker, will
Mead, will be heard at Le- morning each week, Mondays,
become more clear.
integration program from the voters cast their ballots.
Police have arrested hun- violent opposition to authority. Rodell Boyd, George Trotter, "American Negroes
are no Moyne College during the Wednesday and Fridays from
superintendent of schools and Three parties are contesting dreds in an effort to stamp out Although Kaunda already apJames Black, Johnnie Watson, longer satisfied to be kept out second semester in a series of 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
pears to have the election in
the board of education to the the 75 parliamentary seats the violence.
which represent the territory's The whites have been able to his docket. the months ahead
Negro parents themselves,
"It appears they will give us estimated 3,500,000 African, 75,- do little but sit back and hope could be perilous for his adanything
but
integration," °°13 white and 9.999 Asan real* that the friction would r,ot de- ministration.
Galamison asserts. "No ghetto dents,
generate into general anti- And these months will be
schools are up to academic The three parties are the white feeling. For them this is critical for him because he
Independence
National
United
will be taking over Northern
standard; 85 per cent of the
a sideline election.
children are at least two years Party (UNIP) led by Dr. Ken. For the first time since Rhodesia as a going concern
behind in their reading, there neth Kaunda, the African Na. Northern Rhodesia w a s first within weeks of the break-up
are too many substitute teach- tional Congress (ANC) led by settled nearly 70 years ago the o (the 10-year-old Federation of
era, and too much overcrowd- Harry Nkumbula and the Na- white votes will have little say Rhodesia and Nyasaland, which
tional Progress Party (NPP) this time in who governs the ended at midnight, Dec. 31,1 1954 Chev , 210 powerglide, mitre
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